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meet today for the purpose
of putting an end to the most
tragic mistake in our national
history, the cruel andfutile war
in Vietnam. ”
“ fF e
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Panel on impact of war draws little student response
[ Durham ]
Moratorium Day was already
nine hours oldWednesday morn
ing. Faculty and graduate stu
dents lis tle ssly entered the
lounge at the Social Science Cent
er, yawned, and poured cups of
coffee. Someone brought in the
Manchester “ Union-Leader” .
People stopped yawning.
“ ATTENTION ALL PEACE
MARCHERS: Hippies, Yippies,
Beatniks,
Peaceniks, yellowbellies, traitors, Commies, and
their agents and dupes...HELP
KEEP OUR CITY CLEAN!...Just
By Staying Out of It! The Edi
to rs.”
The words had acted as a
stimulant. The accusation was
plain, the conflict clear: Pat
riotism vs. protest. The paper
was passed from professor to
student. Some only sm iled and
shook their heads, others ex
pressed anger.
“ He’s calling
us communists!” said one faculty
member.
The conflict of patriotism and
protest was an area of concern at
one of the panel discussions,
“ The Impact of the Vietnam
War” , held in the lounge. The
five-m em ber panel, moderated
by Peter Dodge, associate pro
fessor of sociology, consisted
solely of faculty members. Stu
dents occupied their customary
seats in the audience. Although
they were urged to voice their
opinions regarding the Vietnam
War, only a few of the 50 students
spoke out. Consequently, the
“ discussion” became one dom
inated by faculty.
Dodge termed the war “ a

symbol of discontent.” However,
the students today, he said, are
le s s concerned about • employ
ment, and do not have to worry
about depressions or Nazism.
He later said that history has
shown some wars to be a “ good
thing,” something that had given
the country a “ sense of purpose.”
Dodge admitted, however, the
“ cause” in Vietnam was “ ob
scure.”
Frederick Samuels, assistant
professor of sociology, said stu
dents today suffer from d is
illusionment for two reasons:
first, because national leaders
had not ended the war; and second,
because of the leaders’ disregard
for “ human principles.”
Members of m inorities are
angry because they are asked to
die for a country that has d is
criminated against them, he con
tinued. The war has also polar
ized the old and the young, the
conservative and the radical, di
viding them into groups who are
either
“ for”
the war or
“ against” it.
Samuels posed the question,
what is democracy all about? The
majority must prevail, he said,
but the minority is obligated to
state its views.
The su ccess or failure of the
war’s outcome will depend upon
“ peaceful communication be
tween the world leaders,” he
concluded.
Charles E. Clark, assistant
professor of history, explained
the Vietnam “ paradox.” The
brutality of the war is not unique,
but Americans are forced to par
ticipate in acts which negate the
moral
principles they were
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brought up with. Yet people have
become more sensitive to the war
because of their exposure to bru
tality, he said.
The complacence some people
demonstrate regarding the war is
caused by the attitude that to
oppose a policy established by the
President is unpatriotic, he ex
plained. The protestors, on the
other hand, question the role of
the power structure and the status
quo.
One faction seem s to equate
loyalty, patriotism, and love of
country to unquestioned accept
ance of the government’s de 
cision, said Clark adding, “ I
see this as unhealthy.” The one
positive issue raised by the war
is that of free speech, said Clark,
which is being questioned even
in the armed forces.
Manley R. Irwin, associate
professor of economics, ex
plained the war’s impact on in
flation.
He defined this as a
rise in price levels and a stag
nant salary, which results in a
lower standard of living.
The war has cost about $30
billion per year, said Irwin.
Every dollar, however, generates
three dollars, raising the cost of
the war to a total $90 billion.
The demand for goods is great,
but the supply is sm all. The prices
consequently go up, he continued.
There are fewer options, and
fewer goods purchased.
The uneducated, the racially
oppressed minorities, and the
poor bear the brunt of inflation,
said Irwin.
These people be
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come unemployed, contributing to
the problems in the cities and
ghettos.
He said that priorities are de
termined through the ballot box,
and have been neglected. Robert
Craig, instructor of political s c i
ence,
disagreed,
saying that
priorities were established in the
“ marketplace,” and were now
being reordered.
Craig said, regarding the war,
that people operated under the
prem ise of fear in domestic and
foreign issu es. He blamed the
fear on the affluence of the nation.
He said later that the country
must clearly enunciate the rea
sons we send troops over to fight
in countries like Vietnam.
Professor of Political Science
John Holden, referring to P r e si
dent Nixon’s remark stating he
would not allow the peace day to
influence him, called Nixon “ a
damn fool.”
Samuels said it was unfair to
characterize those who protest
the war as left wingers. “ They
are disillusioned young people,”
he said.
“ They want to see
democracy work.”
Only a handful of students r e 
mained when the panel mem
bers concluded their remarks.
Throughout the two hour discus
sion, students had walked out.
One junior commented that the
faculty’s outpouring of knowledge
may have inhibited the students
from voicing their opinions. Most
student rem arks were responded
to by faculty members, and fre
quently lost in a barage of facts
and statistics.
Peaceful vigil

Outside, the campus was rela
tively peaceful. The vigil on the
Thompson Hall lawn continued,
but only a few students, some
sprawled on the lawn, listened.
Students passing by paused, and
then walked on.
The speaker stood on the plat
form under the flag. Two torches
burned on either side of the le c 
tern. The wind blew the flames
and the pages he read from:
“ John
Lewis,
Philadelphia,
dead... Michael Martin, Ohio,
dead...”
A young woman,(her
face covered by a black veil)
approached the platform,
and
listened.
Snively Arena panel

The same calm had fallen over
Snively Arena, A few students

were scattered about, some on
blankets, others on the hard c e 
ment
floor. Anti-war music
played from atape recorder filled
the arena. Students started to
drift in to hear the next panel.
The five member panel, mod
erated by Bradford Cook, student
body president, was again an a ll
faculty group.
Valentine Dusek, instructor of
philosophy, began the discussion
by posing two areas of concern:
the functions and prospects of the
negotiations;
and the govern
ment’s plans in Vietnam,
People who oppose the war
should not turn against the coun
try, he advised, because it “ turns
people off,”
He said,
“ We
must show people we are good
patriots, which means opposing
the present policy regarding the
war.”
A true patriot, he said, tries
to prevent the destruction of his
country by opposing the war.
Therefore, those who oppose the
government are patriots.
He examined the issue of with
drawal from Vietnam with honor
and safeguarding those left in
Vietnam
at the same time.
There would not be slaughter if
the United States withdrew from
Vietnam, he said, because few
are left who support either South
Vietnam or the U.S.
As Dusek spoke, a procession
of people, ciad in black robes
and hoods, entered the arena
chanting hymns. Dusek abruptly
stopped his speech, and all be
came still. There was a short
ritual, ending with the “ murder”
of one of the actors. The per
form ers filed out of the hall,
carrying the “ corpse” on their
shoulders.
Guerrilla Theater

The actors,
members of
“ Guerrilla Theater J ’ had staged
various
scen es on
campus
throughout the day, coming and
going
without explanation or
warning.
Robert Simpson, assistant pro
fessor of physics, termed the
presentation “ moving” .
He said, concerning the Mora
torium,
that President Nixon
“ is not going to move unless he
is pressured.
The Moratorium
is peaceful, and a way to apply
the p ressu re,” he said.
He spoke of atrocities the war
(Continued on page 4)
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Students noticeably absent from campus activities
[ Durham ]
“ There can be no honorable
conclusion to a dishonorable
war,” insisted Sam Rosen, pro
fessor of econom ics.
“ What’s going on today is not
only consistent with the American
‘Puritan Ethic’,” claimed David
Larson, associate professor of
political science. “ It’s also tra
ditional.”
“ America has made the m is
take in Vietnam of trying to solve
political problems with military
means,” offered Allen Linden,
professor of history.
“ I think it is treasonous to be
silent when good men are being
called to be brave in a war that
cannot be won,” said John V.
Donovan, instructor of econo
mics.
Those nice catchy phrases
flowed like water. Each of the
students who heard the speakers

nodded when he heard his view
point justified and supported. And
there was a viewpoint for nearly
everyone who wants to get out of
the war.
It was a satisfying feeling to
those who found a focus to their
personal views on the issue. For
them the day had some meaning.
But still, there was something
conspicuously m issing from the
campus activities - - the student.
The faculty did all the talking.
Most students stayed in bed.
Of those that pianaged to get
up, many went to the cla sses of
those professors who think their
classroom transcends an issue
which
is ripping American
society apart.
Perhaps 500 students left the
campus to participate in other
aspects of the day. They knew
where they stood long before the
day arrived.
And what happened to the hand-

Guerrilla theater happens
to achieve focus on war
[ Durham ]
Several students, dressed in
black, bearinga “ corpse” on their
shoulders, marched solemnly
through Huddleston dining hall
Wednesday noon. As the group
circled the hall they sang a ver
sion of “ We Shall Overcome” ,
“ We shall end the war” , then
disappeared.
This was only one sample of
guerrilla theater presented on
Vietnam Moratorium Day.
What is guerrilla theater? One
source
defines it as “ The
theater of social comment, par
ticularly protest; it can happen
anywhere, the space simply has to
be defined to achieve focus.”
Guerrilla theater happened
Tuesday night when over 100
students bearing candles march
ed from the Union to T-Halllawn
for the opening service of the
Moratorium Day: reading of the
names of the war dead. Students
walked and sang together for
peace.
Several drama students per

formed a stylized piece on T-Hall
lawn
early Wednesday after
noon when six students, dressed
in black, attacked a lone student
dressed in white and wearing a
peace
symbol. Chanting the
Pledge of Allegiance, the six en
circled the young man and carried
him off.
The last and most im pressive
ceremony of the day temporarily
interrupted a speech by Val
Dusek, instructor of philosophy,
at the afternoon panel discussion
in Snively Arena. A group of stu
dents, again in the black garb
of mourning, entered the arena
chanting the last rites of the
Catholic Church. One figure was
bound, forced to his knees, then
“ slain” by the black cross that
had led the group into the room.
As he rolled over and “ died” ,
the group echoed a quiet“ amen,”
then bore him away.
The group appeared in both
dining halls and in the downtown
area where solemn faces and
silence remained in their wake.

applause from the 300 students
“ The University is not ful
who had trickled into Snively by filling its critical function,” he
|
10:30. But a few students raised
said.
“ Academicians are in
capable of seeing things in their
vocal objections to his speech.
ful of students who “ partici
Steve Kenton, a mathematics inter - conne ctedness. ’’
pated” in the campus centered
graduate student who was active
Donovan thinks this problem
activities?
in organizing the Moratorium, w ill make it difficult to solve the
They sat in Snively Arena or
told Larson his ‘American Hu
social problems we intend to get
the Social Science Center listen 
manism’ “ is a lot of crap,” and to after the war is over.
ing intently to faculty opinion.
The Social Science forum ad
They were overwhelmed with the we li’^e “ under a giant system
dressed itself to the problems of
vast amount of knowledge which of h3T?ocrisy.”
the faculty called upon to docu
“ I say it’s an unhumanism,”
disengagement after withdrawal.
Forbes Bryce, lecturer in sociol
“ America’s
ment their opinions. And when Kenton insisted.
ogy, claimed the nation w ill need
they decided they had found the value system is not Humanism,
an economic reorganization ifw e
focus to their views, or when they it’s exploitation of the individ
are going to tackle the social
ual.”
realized they couldn’t open their
mouths in the wake of such an in
Donovan
called President problems properly.
tellectual onslaught, they left, Nixon’s withdrawal proposals and
“ We have never learned how to
perhaps satisfied, most likely draft cutbacks, as part of a keep our economy progressing
“ plan to get you to believe som e without w ar,” he said.
“ Our
not.
Reverend William Tucker, of thing is happening when in fact it economy is based on ultimate
the F irst Parish, Dover, rose to is not.” He suggested our in msmufeicture of w aste.”
Bryce noted that America is
open the Moratorium activities ability to see our way through
already concerning itself with
at Snively after a 15-minute de the problem stem s from educa
lay, time for a few more people tional fragmentation. “ We don’t defense spending after the war
get education, we get training, a with such programs as ABM
to trickle in.
“ We need a cea seless spiritual procedure for fragmentation of (Anti B allistic M issiles).
“We need to reorganize our
committment to end the war, to knowledge. It makes us incapable
end the war so we won’t have to of grasping whole questions.” he society,” Bryce continued. “ We
have delayed it for two genera
choke when we say the Pledge said.
tions.” He added, “ think what
of Allegiance, especially the
A n afternoon forum
Speaking at the Social Science would happen if we stopped fight
words ‘one nation under God,’ ”
Center
during an afternoon ing? The defense industry would
Rev. Tucker said.
Rosen was the first speaker forum, Donovan linked his frag  be u se le ss.”
George Romoser, professor of
on a four-man faculty panel. mentation theory to the Univer
There is no reason, he suggested, sity’s failure to reach the com  political science, suggested the
why the University can not “ take munity with possible solutions to biggest problems of disengage
ment was not economic but a
a position strongly in favor of various social problems.
value shock*
peace, in term s of a solution to
our overriding domestic prob
le m s.” He said it is a mistake
c
to think the University is always
0
neutral. “ On special occasions
it has no other position except
H
F
non-neutral.”
O
F
Larson expressed concern that
America may lean toward isola
U
E
tionism after the war is over,
E
S
especially with the domestic
E
problems facing the nation. But
he tamed his concern with a
Fri. Nite — Bill Staines
Sat. Nite — Eliot
faith in “ American Humanism”
that will keep “ some inter
4 7 Bow S t P o r t s m o u t h , N.H. - 4 3 6 9 8 7 1
national perspective.”
Folk Singing
•
Performers Workshop
Larson’s comments drew light
by Ron Winslow
________Ass't News Editor
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Division evident at Dover HS
by Barbara Baird

[ Dover ]
Dover High school students
had a choice Wednesday. They
could have gone to the gym “ to
have some good clean fun” by
participating in recreational
sports as proposed by a physical
education instructor. Or they
could have participated in a
Moratorium Assembly.
They went to the assem bly.
The voice of Dover’s principal
came over the loudspeaker, “ Any
infringement upon the rights of
others w ill result in suspension.”
P osters carrying phrases suCh
as,
“ America:
Love It or
Leave It,”
“ Patriotism Shall
Overcome” ,
and “ Blood and
Tears are Worth Your Child’s
Freedom,” lined the right wall
of the auditorium. The left wall
was bare, but anti-war slogans
had earlier been put up and taken
down by students favoring the
other side, noted one student.

As the Moratorium program
began to the tune of very loud,
“ patriotic” music playing over
the speaker system , the strong
division within the school became
more evident.
The principal and the adminis
tration of Dover High had made
their position clear, not only by
these gestures of conditioning,
but also by giving some UNH
students a hard time getting into
the assem bly.
About 50 male students walked
out as the first speaker. Rev
erend John Swanson said, “ Solv
ing problems by war is exactly
what our enem ies want.”
The Reverend continued by
stressing three responsibilities
of our youth in this country,
“ First, to maintain a critical
distance by looking at reality and
not by just believing that every
thing our country does is right.”
“ Second, there is a real need
for negators, people who dare to

say ‘no’ when they disagree with
American policy.”
“ And finally we must revolt,
which does not mean taking up
arm s,
but rather standing in
revolution for a principle we be
lieve in whatever cost to our
se lv e s,” he concluded.
The planned portion of the pro
gram continued with six speakers
from UNH, including two faculty
members, Valentine Dusek, pro
fessor of philosophyand Robert
Simpson, professor of physics,
and four students, John Mason,
Tim Hopkins, Ralph Wiggin, and
Doug P eters.
A second disruption arose as a
high school student yelled out,
“ Bomb the Cong.” After a brief
rumbling, the room was again
calm.
Many students and teachers
responded to an opportunity to
air their views to the assem bly.
Most of the student body was
making a committment without
fear or reservation.
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Students walk out to support
Moratorium at Oyster River HS
[ Oyster River ]
Approximately 20 students
walked out of an assem bly con
ducted Wednesday at Oyster
River High School to demonstrate
their
support of the Vietnam
Moratorium Day.
The
student-organized a s 
sembly was scheduled as a part
of the national Moratorium ac
tivities.
B ill Kelly, a spokesman for the
group, called upon 200 students,
who had signed a petition in favor
of the Moratorium, to leave the
“ fictitious convention” and join
him in discussions outside the
assem bly.
Said Kelly.
“ The
moment for decisive action has
arrived.
In keeping with the
Vietnam Moratorium’s basic ob
jectives,
walk out, walk out,
now!”
According to another student
spokesman, a petition, requesting
the cancellation of cla sse s to
allow students to participate in
activities outside the school, was
circulated.
The petition was
amended, and a request for two
cla ss periods for lectures and
discussion
was accepted by
school officials. Kelly urged the
student body “ not to compro
m ise” on the petition submitted
to Principal George Pasichuke
last week.
Pasichuke said Wednesday he
received a petition from students
last week, which he turned over to
the chairman of the school board
for consideration. He also r e 
marked that the board meets
monthly, and he has received no
word on the petition as yet.
Pasichuke believed the a ssem 
bly was w ell received, and he
summed up the comments with
“ good, thought-provoking, and
very worthwhile.” He said that
the program was organized by
the student council and was op

tional for the student.
“ If someone wanted to attend
a program at the University of
New Hampshire, they could,”
he said.
“ There were no re
strictions.” He estimated that
“ at least 50 percent” of the stu
dent body was present at one time
or another during the two-hour
program.
Commenting on the walkout,
Pasichuke said, “ I was there...
I know of no problems among the
students. They could come and go
at w ill.”

Durhom
(Continued from page 2)
had caused on both sides. “ No
civilized person can look at the
destruction and say we’re de
fending dem ocracy,” he said.
Those who support the war are
ignorant, and are devoted to their
ignorance,
he said. Simpson
added however that the American
people
cannot allow “ mental
violence”
to take over
the
country.
“ We must reach out and reason
with those who support the w ar,”
he said. “ We must not hate them,
because that is what their attitude
is .”
Paul Brockelman, associate
professor
of philosophy, r e 
garding the question of patriot
ism , said there had never been a
national movement that had not
appealed to such virtues as cour
age, loyalty, and patriotism.
“ The m assacre goes on in one
form or another,” he said and
quoted Dr. Harvey Cox, “ Not
one more man, not one more death
for Vietnam.”
You never see male angels
pictured with whiskers. That’s
because most men get to heaven
by a close shave.
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UNH panelists speak at Eliot
[ Eliot, Maine ]

hy Jean Olson

**Believe me, I’ve gotten a lot
of static for doing th is,” said the
Principal of Marshwood High
School in Eliot, Maine. He was
addressing panelists from the
University who discussed the
Vietnam icsue in r student a s
sembly there.
A North V iet
namese native w aj also included
on the panel.
The principal’s statement in
dicates the cautious environment
surrounding Eliot on the Vietnam
issue. It was as though the high
school’s administration was plot
ting subversive activities behind
the community’s back. The entire
community was therefore invited
to hear the panelists speak on
the issue.
Panelists included: P aulB rockelman, associate professor of
philosophy; Brad Cook, student
government president;
Robby
Fried, instructor of English; R.
Peter Sylvester, associate pro
fesso r of philosophy; P eter Ri
viere, editor of THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE; Robert Winston, ins
tructor
of political science;
Frederick Schneider, student;
and Dr. Joseph DucMinh, native
of North Vietnam.
Brocket man led off the indiv
idual presentations by saying,
“ We can only truly be free when
we are allowed to disagree. The
truth we seek is no simple thing.
I ask that you think deeply on this
issu e.”
He then proceeded to rebut
every rationale offered to date
to justify American involvement
in Vietnam. Brockelman termed
the war illegal, citing the fact
that America broke the Geneva
Conference pact of 1954, and that
U.S. intervention and subsequent
escalation was based on a con
trived incident involving twoU.S.
destroyers, later to be known as
the “ Gulf of Tonkin incident” .
He continued his rebuttal by
calling American intervention
both “ military and political e r 
ro r s.”
“ General Mac Arthur
warned us that a land war in
Asia was futile,” illustrated
Brockleman. ‘ *Our own Declara
tion of Independence and Con
stitution provide for self-d eter
mination as a basic concept of
democracy, yet we have failed
our own democratic goals by im 
posing our w ill on South Viet
nam.”
B ro c k e lm a n

u p -d a te d

h is

a r 

g u m e n ts b y n e x t a tta c k in g th e l a t 

est focus in the war; the peace
negotiations. He called the “ hon
orable end to the war” theory a
“ sm okescreen.” He then posed
the rhetorical question, “ What
honor has a thief?”
Cook, a recently ardent sup
porter of both the war and the
Nixon administration’s Vietnam
p olicies, explained his change of
opinion.
“ Self determination?” asked
Cook. “ With 500,000 men in Viet
nam?” Cook expressed his form
er belief that the U.S. should a s
sist in arresting communism and
upholding democracy. He also
explained his former opinion that
the U.S. government should aid
its a llies and uphold its treaties.
Both arguments seemed to be
overshadowed by Cook’s belief
in the democratic ideals of se lfdetermination.
Schneider explained the dif
ficulty of reasonable analysis
because, “ The information we
get is not necessarily true and
this information is always open
to interpretation.” He,too, cited
the Gulf of Tonkin incident find the
inaccurate ways this incident was
interpreted by U.S. Senators.
The editor of THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE followed a different line
of presentation, choosing to d is
card his written text in favor of
“ what is in my head and what I
feel.”
R iviere expressed sympathy
with high school students who felt
alienated from their parents, ad
ministrators and government.
“ It is this alienation from my
goverment and its unresponsive
posture which leads me to pro
test our involvement in Viet
nam.”
“ This is the dilemma which
faces us. While we may have
deep moral convictions about the
war,
our government rem ains
amoral in the cla ssic govern
mental sense. How then do we
channel our morality into an un
responsive,
amoral govern
ment?” asked Riviere.
The lone supporter of the war,
Dr. DucMinh, asked the audience
to study the issu es completely,
which, in his words “ will take
much tim e.” “ I suggest that if a
study is established you concen
trate on the 1920’s and 1930’s.
It w ill take a long time to formu
late solutions to this war,” con
cluded DucMinh.

|Kellogg advocates withdrawal

Fried, the chairman of tne
Life Studies program at the Uni
versity, expressed frustration
that he did not question the war
rationale earlier when he could
have had an effect on its direc
tion.
“ To kill another human being
is the most repugnant act for any
human. We know that because of
basic
human m orals,” began
Peter Sylvester.
Sylvester considers the Am
erican reasons for being in Viet
nam are “ for the young people,
not correct. A matter of national
honor is often not sufficient for a
young person.” This poses the
proble m of involving young people
in making immoral decisions, “ It
is a form of moral p aralysis,”
said Sylvester.
Robert Winston’s philosophy on
the American justification for the
war is its “ ever expanding em 
pire. The American presence is
simply to maintain a vantage point
in its power schem e.”
A question and answer period
ensued but was too short to pro
vide any deep analysis into tjie
issu es. Instead, a separate per
iod was set up with the panelists
divided
into three groups to
facilitate wider student involve
ment. It was a generally ac
cepted opinion that the assem bly
and discussion periods were
beneficial to the students.
In
fact, a suggestion was made to
create more opportunity, sim ilar
to Moratorium Day, within the
school for further exchange of
ideas and opinions on issu e s of
social importance.
Army veterans say that the
number of American war casu
alties is low. According to these
sources, a man is not listed
as a war casualty if he is transfered to a field hospital alive.

by Dave Carroll

[ Plymouth 10:15 a.m. ]
Former
NEW HAMPSHIRE
editor Jon Kellogg branded the
U.S. policy in Vietnam as “ mor
ally untenable,” and advocated
complete U^S. withdrawal from
South Vietnam.
Kellogg spoke in observance of
Moratorium Day, Wednesday, at
Holderness School, a college pre
paratory school in Plymouth, New
Hampshire.
Kellogg interpreted the V iet
nam Moratorium Day as an ex
pression of the conflict between
the individual and the state, an
expression of moral objection by
many Americans to U.S. policy
in Vietnam.
“ We have to separate govern
ment andmorality in talking about
the w ar,” he said. “ Government
itself is amoral. The function of
government' is to preserve the
state, not to pass moral judg
ment.
Only individuals have
morality.”
“ I believe in my country; I’m
a patriot. But I think my coimtry
is morally wrong about V iet
nam,” he added.
To support his position, Kel
logg cited the U.S. pledge for r e 
unification of Vietnam imder the
Geneva Accords of 1954, a pledge
which the U.S. violated by re
fusing to hold a popular e le c 
tion, supporting a “ puppet re
gime” instead.
“ Vietnam belongs to the Viet
namese, not to the United States,”
he asserted.
Kellogg is also opposed to the
taking of human life for any
reason. He has applied for a
Conscientious Objector draft
classification.
Emphasizing the right o f in

dividual moral decision, Kellogg
observed, “ there can be more
than one ‘right’ view on Viet
nam.” He mentioned the views
of Manchester “ Union-Leader”
Publisher William Loeb, saying,
“ I can co--exist with Mr. Loeb,
and I hope he can co-exist with
m e.”
The UNH senior did, however,
object to Loeb attacking the
Moratorium participants with
nam e-calling, instead of basing
h is attack on the issu es of the war.
Kellogg urged every student to
take a moral stand on the war.
“ Find out what’s going on, and de
termine where you want to b e,”
he said.
Shifting his attack to other than
moral issu es, Kellogg said, “ I
don’t believe the domino theory
is valid.” He cited recent te sti
mony by Senate majority leader
Mike Mansfield that there is little
or no danger of other Southeast
(Continued on page 15)
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Smoke gets in your eyes

t h e

In the howling wilderness of
Canada,hardened woodsmen cut
pulp for paper; in the fertile
fields of Kentucky, a nimble ca
nine lifts his leg in a toast to
a broad leafed plant; on Madi
son Avenue buttoned down souls
prepare the lyrics of the Siren’s
irresistable jingle; and in the
minds of America’s smoke snor
ting suckers,a wish is being ful
filled. . .the death wish.
The blood stream screaming
for nicotine, your trembling fin
gers reach for the flip top box.
Thank goodness one’s left. You
nervously tap it against the table
top for lack of a silver c i
garette case. Nursing the fic
kle flame you light up in the
Bogart tradition, finally taking a
Betty Davis drag to the relief
of your soot starved lungs. How
mature you look. Cleverly suck
ing a smoldering paper tube of
crushed weeds,yoursavagery be
com es instantly evident.
Depending on individual styles,,
the ashes are finger flicked away, leaving your personalized
trail of tell tale crematoriums.
The advanced addict perfecting
his technique finds to the am use
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ment of all, that mighty blasts
of smoke can be expelled not
only through the mouth, but th
rough the nose and ears as well.
With continued research there is
no telling which body openings
w ill be conquered next.
A deafening pitch of clim actic
excitement is reached when an
unpretentious sputter rolls, and
sw ells, into a magnificent wh
eeze; only outdone by the spasmatic explosions which follow.
Yes, smoking marks a man of
the world: active Marlboro men,
walking a mile for a Camel,
taking Salem out of the country,
activating charcoal, recessin g
filters, getting extra m illim eters
longer, calling for Phillip Mor
ris, making a Lucky Strike of
Old Gold, rather fighting than
switching, and gullibly falling for
every trap set by the Machiav elli’s of Madison Avenue. These
grey flannel frauds have duped
their victim s into the first fix,
and the tobacco pushers have
taken over from there.
So I ask, would you really
walk a m ile for a camel? Your
last mile?
Sumner F. Kalman

Mills darifies his remarks
I would very much appreciate
it if you would publish, for the
record, my sense of concern
about the report (THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE, October 7) of my
remarks to the University Se
nate on October 6. My remarks
were made in support of the reisolution that Mr. Nicoloff intro
duced—the resolution that ulti
mately was passed. I did not
urge the Senate to follow a “ hap
py” medium policy. (My sense
of outrage about the Vietnam war
makes the use of the word “ hap
py,” even in the context of the
reporter’s article, a totally in-

“i just had to look
having read the book
It is difficult for anyone to
a sse ss what happened in North
Conway today and it is esp ec
ially difficult for ME to a sse ss
what has happened.
North Conway is a devil that
I have been trying to exorcise
from my system since I came
to Durham five years ago. It
is a ruthless, conservative town.
The people are physically op
pressive; beating up, heckling, or
otherwise suppressing anyone
who is different from they. When
they are bored, and there is no
one different around, they turn
on them selves. They read the
Manchester “ Union Leader” like
a bible and get drunk whenever
possible.
I have always felt oppressed
there. In high school I became
bitter and withdrawn and could
n’t wait to leave.
After lea
ving I was always reluctant to
go back.
Because of my long
hair, summ ers were a three
month agony complete with phy
sical threats. Eventually, I gave
up going there except for an
occassional short vist with my
parents.
And then, I usually
didn’t leave their house.
Little by little, through avoi
dance, I managed to partially
exorcise that devil.
But then came EASY RIDER.
The last scene brought the whole
scene crashing down on my head
again. The north-country people
also carry loaded shotguns. And
once again I was very much afraid.
Last Friday, looking for a place
to go to talk to people on Mora
torium Day, I heard there was
a need for speakers in North
Conway.
I am not sure why,
but I was immediately excited.
I called the seventeen-year-old
girl in charge of the rally and
told her I would like to go and

speak. She, too, was excited and
agreed that I should come, join
ing a student from Dartmouth,
a congregational m inister and
a professor fromBelknapCIollege.
She asked me what I was going
to talk about and I told her I
didn’t know. I had no idea what
to say in North Conway.
Tuesday night at the organiza
tional meeting I became angry.
The local minister was backing
out because he had received irate
phone calls
from his parish
ioners.
The rally organizers
were saying that they didn’t want
anyone to put his personal in
tegrity on the line. And I was
saying that they were crazy, that
I intended to be radical, and
that I was not averse to “ get
ting my head busted” for what
I might say. That upset every
one present. They wanted to know
just what I intended to say and
again I resisted . I still didn’t
know.
After the meeting I sat alone
in my van in the woods off the
Kancamangus highway, 20 m iles
from Conway. For an hour, by
lantern light, I scanned the NY
“ Tim es” the “ Union Leader” and
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE looking
for speech material. I finally
decided that I might read Jona
than Kellogg’s column from the
last edition.
When I arrived at the North
Conway Park this afternoon a
few minutes before the rally was
scheduled to start, I was greeted
by a fat policeman. “ Are you
one of those com m ies?” he asked
me.
“ What happened to the
rally?” I asked. “ It got moved
to Jackson (ten m iles away),”
he said and chuckling, he walked
toward another policeman and
three gas station attendants st
anding nearby.
They had played their ace-

appropriate expression.)
I did say that I felt that it
was not w ise to close down the
University on October 15; how
ever, the burden of my remarks
certainly was one of urging Uni
versity recognition of this impor
tant occasion. I closed my r e 
marks by saying that the Uni
versity Senate should not remain
aloof from this matter, but that
it should pass the resolution and
thereby express its awareness of
the anguish that is so widely
felt within the academic commun
ity.
Thank you.
Eugene S. M ills
Dean of Liberal Arts

by michael greene
in-the-hole at the last minute.
After the police and Park Com
mittee had given tacit approval
to the rally someone had informed
them of an obscure law stating
that a licen se was required for
any public gathering in a park
abutting a state highway.
As I climbed into my van and
headed toward Jackson, I saw
the two policemen and three gas
station attendants laughing among
them selves.
Then I was mad. I was mad
all the way to Jackson and I
was mad when I arrived at the
new location of the rally, a field
a half-m ile from the main road.
A crowd of about 75 people
had gathered. Most of them were
high school kids. I looked out
over the crowd and thought how
u seless it all seemed. We were
in exile.
But then I spotted my parents
in the crowd and looked from
their faces to the other faces
in the crowd. I realized that
it was the first time that most
of those people had assembled
to speak out against the war. . .
they were taking a big risk.
Even the local m inister had shown
up.
I was confused. I decided not
to use the sketchy speech I had
prepared. I fidgitted nervously
while the other speakers said
what they had to say. But it was
words, words, words. They talk
ed and talked in the third per
son, not getting close enough
to the problem to involve any
one there.

When, it finally came time for
me to speak I was mad again.
My lips quivered as I spoke and
I was not sure what would come
out of my mouth next.
All I
could think to say was:
“ If
I don’t do anything I’m going to
be dead.
And if you don’t do
an3d;hing, som e of you are going
to be dead.”
When I had finished speaking
the sun was going down. The
crowd seem ed to disappear im 
mediately. I was silent through
a sm all barage of handshaking
and thank-yous. Someone at my
side said, “ It w ill be weeks be
fore we know if this has had
any effect.”
The wind blew my hair into my
face and I felt alone.

George Wold
(Continued from page 14)
com es up every third year of
each administration. Conse
quently,
the presidents never
have to worry about the draft until
it’s too late to do anything about
it.
Wald’s second step is to stop
the draft.
Mark Hatfield and
George McGovern are in favor
of abolishing the draft. Who
else favors abolishing the draft?
Nixon and Barry Goldwater favor
it. To the delight of the audience,
Wald added, “ When Nixon and
Goldwater are for something, I
take another look.”
Wald said, “ Don’t reform the

I find it normal that people
report not what they hear but
what they expect or want to hear
and was not too disturbed last
week when THE NEW HAMP
SHIRE implied that the distri
bution of finances within the Uni
versity or the direction in which
the university is developing were
“ remote subjects.” However, I
object strenuously to any pub
lication’s putting its misimderstandings in quotation marks.
“ Molding the people’s spirit”
is a corny, stupid and mean
ingless expression. Your r e 
porters are free to “ think” in
these term s if they wish, but
they are not free to attribute
them to others.
Louis Hudon
French Department
draft. Stop it and stop it now.”
A cutback in defense funds is
Wald’s third step toward a “ true
democracy” .
Laird wants to cut funds too.
However, his plan is to cut the
civilian staff at the Pentagon.
Wald pointed out that Laird has
not said a word about cutting
back defense contracts with the
large rich American companies.
Wald explained how funds p re
sently used by the Defense De
partment could be better d is
tributed for the benefit of the
people and not the m ilitary-in
dustrial complex.
“ One last thing...Whatever you
do or say, say it and do it. Don’t
leave patriotism to the Neander
thals,” he concluded. “ We’re
the patriots.”
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3 0 0 a sse m b le at C oncord Sta te H o u se
[ Concord ]
Moratorium Day in Concord
brought housewives, baby car
riages, truant students, over
weight
businessmen in pin
striped suits, and bearded youths
in faded dungarees, to the plaza
in front ofthe State House at noon.
Mrs. Warren Eberhardt of
Concord was moderator of the
peace rally.
Standing before
approximately 300 people on the
steps of the gold-domed building,
Mrs. Eberhardt praised the many
political leaders who have sup
ported the Moratorium Day de
monstrations.
She lauded New Hampshire
Senator Thomas McIntyre for his
position in advocating peaceful
demonstrations and withdrawal
from Vietnam. McIntyre’s stand
came amid rebuttal from his col
leagues in Congress.
Governor Walter R. Peterson
was absent from the Capital City
activities. He met all day with
his Council. In a str'.tement pre
pared for the p rets, however,
Peterson
expressed concern
at the lo ss of American lives in
the war, and the neglect of im 
portant programs at homes.
**I support President Nixon
in his efforts to end the w ar,”
said Peterson,
but added that
“ this could be a day of mature
reflection... with orderly and law
ful demonstrations.”
Reverend Charles Broadbent,
representing the clergy, r e 
marked that the destructiveness
of the war, in American lives
and dissention at home, has out
weighed its political importance.
As Broadbent spoke, the crowd
grew until it surrounded the con
crete and steel replica of Daniel
Webster in the plaza.
A
bearded
pacifist, Alap
Blood, followed Broadbent and
urged the people to support the
immediate and total withdrawal
of all U.S. troops from Vietnam.
Blood then led the crowd in the

singing of a protest song. As
most of the crowd clapped in time
to the song, mothers began to
gently rock carriages in hopes
of silencing whining infants.
Following the song, the list of
New Hampshire war dead was
read by several volunteers from
the crowd. During the reading,
many working people began to
file away and the younger children
grew more restless. Boys and
girls dodged through the crowd
and bounced up the State House
steps.
As the last names were read,
one child sat, chilled by the cold
wind, munching a candied apple.
Mrs. Eberhardt expressed the
hope that the list was complete,
not only for the day, but forever.

by Michael Comendul
and
Michael Painchaud

was
in Vietnam. No student
answers were sufficient, t He
suggested that war was “ an
outcome of an outdated or arch
aic foreign policy against Com
munism.”
Schmid believes “ the major
ity (of the rural peasants of
South Vietnam) are sick and tired
of our presen ce.. .they just want to
be left alone.”
Schmid also hypothosized that
a “ majority of the non-career
people (soldiers) do not want to
be in Vietnam.”
A majority of the people in
Vietnam are Buddhists, accord
Concord High School
ing to Schmid. The military gov
The observance of Moratorium ernment, which the U.S. supports
Day in Concord began at Con in the South, is a Catholic one
cord Public High School earlier reflecting only 10-15 per cent
in the morning.
of the population.
Virginia Coulter, a volunteer
Schmid accused the people of
from the Concord Peace Center;
Robert Schmid, a history teacher Vietnam of being “ apolitical”
essentially unconcerned
at St. Paul’s School; and David and
Martin, a conscientious objector, about either a Communist or a
government.
In
were featured speakers at the democratic
either case the Buddhist popula
school.
The
three lecturers spoke tion would be ignored.
The audience grew re stless.
simultaneously in different lo 
cations of the building. Student Giggling girls stifled laughter,
some read books. The bleachers
attendance was optional.
Schmid, a young veteran of the yawned and creaked with move
Mr. Schmid received a
Vietnam conflict, was not pre ment.
pared to lecture and wished con few more questions.
How can we stop Communist
ditions had allowed for a question-and-answer discussion. The aggression?
“ In term s of order,” said
200 chattering students, packed
in bleachers in a corner of the Schmid, recalling the minority
“ Com
school’s gymnasium, made a d is Catholic government,
munism might be better for these
cussion impractical.
“ What’s this day all about?” people.”
As for an honorable with
What are we doing here?” Schmid
Schmid believes the
began and the shouting, giggling drawal,
and shuffling feet were silenced. people of the U.S., including Nix
“ The motto of this day is ‘Sup on, want proof of “ some kind
port your future.’ What kind of of stability in the Vietnam gov
world do you want to live in?” ernment,” that is not now forth
coming.
he went on.
“ We have a rose-colored view
Schmid asked the students if
“ We
anyone knew why the United States of war,” said Schmid.

(Americans) don’t imderstand the
problems of war on a civilian
population.’^
What the Moratorium should
present is a “ dramatic public
display...(in hopes of) adram atic
political response.” Schmid said.
Mrs. Coulter speaks

As Schmid spoke, Mrs. Coul
ter was introduced to approxi
mately 150 students in the s mall,
noisy cafeteria of the school by
Principal J. Preston Barry.
Mrs. Coulter, who is a volun
teer
director of the Concord
Peace Center, opened her d is
cussion with a quote from Hero
dotus, a Greek historian; “ In
peace, children bury their par
ents. War violates this pattern,
and causes parents to bury their
children.”
She then explained her involve
ment in the peace movement,
expressing the opinion that the
federal government is no longer
compatible with the Constitution,
having become too powerful
through centralization.
“ The American system is no
longer working,” she said. “ Con
gress has allowed the President
to wage an illegal war and now
cannot stop him. The courts
have shirked in their responsib
ility to take this issu e before
them,” she added.
Facing the students, whose
chatter at tim es drowned out her
remarks, Mrs. Coulter observed,
“ The only way to change the
system
is for the American
people to say *We want to live by
our Constitution as it was in
tended. We want the Vietnamese
to determine their own govern
ment. We don’t want to interfere
with the civil disorders of any
other nation.’ ”
One faculty member asked
Mrs. Coulter her opinion of the
“ domino theory” , which many
observers use to justify the Am
erican involvement in Southeast
Asia.
Mrs. Coulter remarked that

nations were not dominoes.
“ We haven’t solved our own
internal problems as yet,” she
said. “ If we can’t make it work
here, how can we tell them how to
do it there?”
Mrs. Coulter opened a discus
sion on the democratic system of
government, but received re
sponses from only five or six stu
dents.
A more lively discussion began
when one student expressed con
cern that the school’s adminis
tration would not excuse students
who wished to participate in that
afternoon’s activities at the State
House.
The administration had origi
nally declared that students would
be
excused if they received
written perm ission from their
parents.
The administration
later announced students would be
dism issed with parental perm is
sion, but would receive a “ zero
grade” for the day.
Several students, who said they
would cut their cla sses regard
le ss, asked Mrs. Coulter to con
front Barry on the issue.
She felt it wouldn’t be w ise to
confront the administration, and
reminded students “ this is only
one day in the peace movement,”
“ You should concentrate on
raising issu es within the school,”
said Mrs. Coulter. “ You need to
organize the student body for
further actions towards peace.
Prepare for the next mora
torium,” she concluded.
Following the 4 5 -minute as
sembly, one senior girl, who
works at the Peace Center, com
mented onthe students at Concord
High.
“ There are about 1300 students
h ere,” she said, nervously fold
ing her d ism issal slip for the
afternoon. “ Only about 75 are
really
involved in the peace
movement. Most of the students
who attended the assem blies
today were only concerned with
getting out of c la sse s .”

Forum draws strong response at Somersworth
[ Somersworth, 8:00 a.m. ]
“ Do you want to go over there?
I sure don’t! I’m not going!”
“ We’ve got to get out. I don’t
know exactly how, but we’ve got to
get out!” “ I’ll tell you how to end
this war. Ten H-bombs on North
Vietnam, and it’ll all be over.”
These were som e of the opinions
expressed at Somersworth High
School by students during a forum
held in conjunction with Mora
torium Day.
The high school cancelled many
cla sses Wednesday to allow stu
dents
to listen to speakers
voicing both sides of the Vietnam
war issue.
Representatives from UNH
faculty and students, Som ers
worth Mayor Clyde Coolidge, and
Somersworth High School faculty
and students participated in the
forum, which was sponsored by
the high school Student Council.
“ This is probably the first
time a lot of these kids have con
sidered the issue in depth,” said
history and humanities teacher
Walter Morgan. Proud of the en
thusiasm shown by the students
for the program, Morgan added
it was especially significant that
the speakers presented the stu
dents with opinions representing
opposing views of the war.
UNH philosophy instructor
Valentine R. Dusek was the first
speaker. Condemning United
States’ involvement in the war,
Dusek blamed it on economic
entanglements.
“ It is substantial American
investments, now so important
to our economy, that are hin
dering peace negotiations. Nixon
isn’t trying to find a peace settle
ment with these negotiations,”

Dusek asserted. “ He is trying
to lessen the resistance to the
war to a tolerable level.”
We are not preserving our
democracy in Vietnam,
since
“ the Viet Cong are not going to
swim across the ocean and attack
the U.S.”
Nor are we saving
South Vietnamese democracy,
since the elections in that coun
try are not democratic, repre
sentative, or free.
We are in Vietnam to insure
U.S. economic growth, Dusek
claimed.
“ U.S. control of the
resources in poorer countries
encom passes two-thirds of the
globe. These resources are put
into war,” he added,
“ not into
health or education.”
Dusek said that loyalty to the
U.S. did not mean blindly agree
ing with its policy, but resisting
that policy if it was not for the
good of the nation. He accused
the U.S. of allowing partial e le c 
trocution as a form of torture,
of dehumanizing Americans with
these practices,
of creating
a landscape with “ holes looking
like the face of the moon” with
the bombing, and of leaving mal
aria and the plague in the wake
of this destruction. “ It is loyalty
not to let the U.S. push itself
down the drain like this,” he
concluded.

by Nancie Stone
Staff Reporter

Asked by a student in the audi
ence to define im perialism , Hop
kins said it was a condition in
which “ the corporations of a
country such as the U.S. use the
resources of another country in a
monopolistic way and influence
that foreign government to back
them up.”
Stahley followed Hopkins say
ing, “ In this country there is
a vastly unequal distribution of
wealth, and it is the wealthy that
want this war. They can use the
low wages and cheap resources
(of Vietnam) as long as we con
trol the Vietnamese govern
ment.”
Somersworth Mayor Clyde Co
olidge said he supported the
Moratorium as a day to discuss
the Vietnam issue but condemned
the principle of unilateral with
drawal for which the Moratorium
stood.
“ A unilateral withdrawal will
not lead to peace,” he said. “ It
w ill only lead to more war. If
we show weakness in Vietnam,
we’ll be fighting in Thailand,
Malaysia, and a lot of other
places.”
Coolidge also argued that the

U N H students speak

Two UNH students, Timothy
Hopkins, a senior political s c i
ence major, and Vincent Stahley,
a sophomore, also addressed the
250 students at the assembly.
Agreeing with Dusek, Hopkins
warned it was no mistake that
the U.S. had become involved
in Vietnam. “ It is part of our
im perialistic policy,” he said.

Moratorium was actually a hinderance to the peace negotiations.
“ Unless Americans are united
behind Nixon, there’s a pos
sibility the Vietnamese might not
listen to u s.”
Coolidge concluded that the
Moratorium’s
answer to the
proble m, si mply getting out of the
war, was really no answer at all.
“ Damn it!” he exclaimed, hitting
the podium with his fist, “ you
can
criticize,
but give an
answer!”
Forbes Bryce, UNH lecturer
of sociology, advocated a gradual
withdrawal.
“ We must finally
face up to the fact that we’re not
getting anywhere and continue
gradual withdrawal,” he said.
“ The Vietnamese have won the
war. I hope the Moratorium helps
to form a consensus of opinion
so it’s clear which way we should
go.”
Frederick Parent,
a UNH
graduate student, agreed with
Bryce. “ It’s a sin to continue
the war for what they call honor.
We must admit our mistakes.
Let’s stop being the bully and
be the peacem aker.”
Another graduate student from
the University concurred with
Bryce and Parent on the question
of
withdrawal.
He did not.

however, agree on the wisdom of
holding the Moratorium Day ac
tivities.
“ Bring yourself to a more in
dividualistic le v el,” he suggest
ed. “ Consider the position of a
mediator in P aris who is trying
to receive certain demands that
we feel must be granted. Con
sider the position of a command
er whose objective is to take a hill
in Vietnam on October 15, 1969.
For these people the Moratorium
becom es a pretty personal
thing.”
The forum ended with remarks
from
the Somersworth High
School students and faculty. The
majority who spoke opposed
continuance of the war, but there
was disagreem ent over the best
method of resolving the conflict.
A steady line of students filed
to the rostrum, anxious to voice
their opinions and unafraid to d is
agree with their classm ates as
well as with the speakers. Only
when the bell rang, dism issing
school for the day, did the a s
sembly break up.
“ I was confused when I came
this morning, and I’m still pretty
confused,”
said one student
leaving the building.
“ But I
sure have a lot to think about.”
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Paranoia strikes
deep.
Into your heart
it will creep.
People speaking
their minds
getting so much
resistance
from far behind.
I t’s time to
stop.
S. Stills

Photos by
Worcester
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3,000 jam Mancliester in largest rally ever
[ Manchester ]

by Bruce Cadarette

Seventy five people stood around listle ssly , talking about the
Moratorium and the part they
would play in it. This was the
scene- at Dartmouth, 9:00 Wed
nesday morning; and Manches
ter, 2:30 the same day.
The 75 participants at Dart
mouth split up to canvas 20 towns
in the Hanover area. In Man
chester the 75 persons were the
first arrivals of demonstrators
convening from throughout the
state.
By 3 p.m ., 3,000 people
were prepared to march through
the city in protest of the war.
The march was underway by
3:15. Standing four abreast and
walking in complete silence, the
marchers headed up Elm Street
to Hanover Street and turned up

Hanover to a rally in Bronstein
Park.
Work along Elm Street stopped,
people lining the street stared
at the marchers with either stern
or sarcastic looks. People driv
ing by gawked at the marchers.
The first heckling came in
front of the Foster’s Beef Co.
One of the workers,
lolling
against a truck, pushed back his
greasy hair and yelled at a group
of the marchers, “ M yproblemis
my hair won’t grow fast enough.”
One of the marchers countered
with a peace sign. The worker r e 
torted sarcastically, “ I’m with
you baby, all the way” and made
an obscene gesture.
As the group walked past R ice’s

Was meint das?
For YOU it means: (if you’re over 21)
one of our most popular imports at
HALF PRICE
Bring this ad and an unquenchable thirst to
Lum’s Restavrant
Tri-City Shopping Plaza
Routes 9 & 16A
on the Dover-Somersworth line

Garage, some of the employees
called to their friends inside to
look at the demonstrators. One
of the marchers noticing this
commented to some of his com
panions,
“ A bunch of peace
freaks. Got to come out and look
at them.”
A driver at the next intersec
tion, didn’t know that Elm St,
was blocked off to cross traffic,
and screeched to a halt just m iss
ing some of the marchers. A
group of on-lookers in front of
Manchester Tire and Battery Co
on the opposite corner, cheered
the driver, yelling out “ ‘At
’a’ baby” . However, there was a
hint of regret in their voices,,
possibly because he didn’t hit
anybody.
As the demonstrators approached the business district 3f
Manchester the crowds grew
larger,
but the heckling died
down.
Stares sim ilar to those
seen earlier in the march were
still apparent, but occasionally a
sympathietic look could be seen
in the crowd.
People stood around listening
to the ball game. A young boy
quipped,
“ I didn’t know there
were that many screwballs in this
city.” and the demonstrators
walked along, silently deter mined
to win this city over to the cause
of peace.
As the marchers headed up
Hanover Street a crowd began to
follow along on the sidewalks.
The purpose was not to heckle,
these people were following to
join the rally in the park.
Standing on the steps of the Post
Office, two blocks away from
(Continued on page 16)

Dance to tke

’NEXT M O RN IN G ’
(6 piece band)

H o m e co m in g Frid a y night
8:3 0 - n ; 3 0
Admission $1.00
half price after 10:30
Strafford Room-MUB

M uso-IFC Presents

Richie Havens
Homecoming - Oct. 17

by George Owen

[ Manchester ]
Manchester, New Hampshire, a
city
that lost five National
Guardsmen in Vietnam le s s than
two months ago, was as good a
place as any Wednesday to feel,
to see, to hear dissent against
the war in Vietnam,
Moratorium Day was the larg
est mass protest in the history
of the city against a war.
About three thousand people,
among them students, clergymen,
politicians, businessmen, pro
fessional men, housewives, re
tired men and women, and work
ers nearly filled Bronstein Park.
The turn-out was larger than
expected, due to criticism made
by the city’s largest newspaper
aimed at participants of the pro
test.
The front page editorial writer
for the
Manchester “ UnionLeader” came out with editorials
three days in a row calling any
one who would take part in such
a protest,
“ stupid” and “ co
wardly” , This may have served
as a catalyst, affecting public
interest and favorable reaction
by those who were against the
Vietnam War.
Many of those who were in
Manchester to protest the war
were college students from the
state’s campuses.
About 300
students from the University of
New Hampshire went to the Queen
City to protest.
The group from the University
left Durham at 1:30. Sixty-four
cars, a motorcade a mile long.
Black crepe paper on car an
tennas,
a mourning symbol.
Peace symbols. Volkswagons,
sportscars.
Ramblers, Oldsmobiles, Chevys, Fords. Thirtyseven
m iles to Manchester.
Bright red, orange and yellow
foliage. Girl says “ not 203,
but 207 New Hampshire soldiers
killed in Vietnam.”
Highway 101. Hanover Street
Exit. Down CandiaRoad to Valley
Street near HillsboroCounty Jail.

A person is
happy only
when he believes
he is.

1200 people already there. Valley
Street Cemetery in the back
ground. People lined up in fours
along the street.
Henry P. Sullivan, Democratic
primary candidate for governor
in 1968, was on Elm Street watch
ing the march. He said, regard
ing the march, “ I think it is
perfectly proper. We can not d is
regard the people of this coun
try...the Constitution guarantees
that right for these people to
march.”
Only one of New Hampshire’s
Congressmen came out in favor
of the Peace Day Moratorium,
Senator Thomas McIntyre.
As the people marched into the
park, a folksinger sang “ ...give
a damn about your fellow man” .
Marchers sat down on the grass
and listened for one hour and
forty-five
minutes to eleven
speakers.
Reverend Franklin Frye, a r e tired United Methodist minister,
spoke against the war and then
read a poem he wr^te in tribute
to Richard Genest, a New Hamp
shire Guardsman killed in Viet
nam. When he was through, the
crowd stood up and applauded.
Charlotte Bowers, sister-in law to Richard Genest’s widow,
spoke for Mrs. Genest, who was
in Chicago to participate in the
Moratorium there. She spoke
about the “ unorganized body
like army” responsible for Genest’s death,
Michael Powers, a student at
UNH, and student body p resi
dents from other local colleges
spoke.
The final speaker. Reverend
John Swanson, Episcopal priest
from Portsmouth, who spoke in
other New Hampshire cities that
day, asked that no one clap while
he was on the platform. He said,
“ the Anglican Council across the
world stated that war is incom
patible with the teachings of Jesus
Christ and with human reason and
conscience...over 90 percent of
the Vietnam casualties are civ il
ians, more than any previous
war...the war is not moral, there
is no justification.”
The bearded priest waved his
arm s and shouted as he spoke.
The people in the park clapped,
ignoring his request. He said
“ the greatest voice in the nation
is the one that says no...no,.,
no war, no killing...God bless
you a ll.”

Attention fraternities or any
other worthy organizations
'T R A I N " is an 8-man group
of excellent quality
complete with a 4-piece brass section
They Hail from Berlin, N.H.
More information
Contact
Diane Gilbert, Hitchcock Hall,
ext. 452
—

FU N N Y YOURE M IR U
ONCER MONTH YOU FEEL LIK E A

Snively Arena
Tickets available at door
of Snively Arena
6:30 P.M.
$2.50 per person
Also appearing

Rondo McNomoro

You’re not as mini as usual.? It’s only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I’m so fat feeling’’.?
TRENDAR, that’s who. TRENDAR’LL help keep you
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking 'TRENDAR 4 to 7 days heior& that time. It’ll help
make you look better and feel better.

TREfi/OAfLITMAKESY0U6LA0YDUHEA6/RLf
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Little organized Moratorium
activity at Dartmouth College
by Keith Gardner
Staff Reporter

Hanover 9 a.m. ]
Dartmouth College was com
paratively quiet for Moratorium
Day.
The famous Dartmouth
Green appeared deserted at nine
o’clock Wednesday
morning.
Seventy-five students appeared
on the Green to receive pam
phlets and instructions for an
area campaign to
“ motivate
people into action.’’
The
main speaker at this
^‘rally’’ was Brent Coffin, a sen
ior at Dartmouth and the un
official head o f the Ad Hoc Com
mittee which organized the day’s
activities. He stated the purpose
of the canvassing was to “ get
people to take action, political
action.’’
Coffin cautioned the students
participating not to “ put the
people you talk to on the de
fensive with you own knowledge
about the war.’’
“ Listen to opinions as w ellas
give your own,’’ he continued.
C lasses at Dartmouth were
still in session , but it was stated
that about 1500 students would
be cutting cla sses in order to
participate in the Moratorium
Day activities at Manchester,
Boston or the canvassing around
Dartmouth.
The students did not approach
the administration to have c la ss
es
cancelled.
According to
Coffin, there were two reasons
for this action. One, the Ad Hoc
Committee did not want tq ap
proach a neutral administration.
Secondly, “ It is a right, not a
privilege, to cut c la sse s ,’’ said
Coffin. If they had approached
the administration to cancel
cla sses, it would have been ask-

ing for a privilege which was
already a student’s right.
Obervance of the Moratorium
began Tuesday at Dartmouth.
Tuesday, a petition was sent to
President Nixon calling for the
“ unconditional commitment for
the unilateral withdrawal of
United States troops from Viet
nam,’’ signed by 1,135 Dartmouth
College students.
The “ Dartmouth,’’ the student
daily newspaper, published a
statement Tuesday that had been
drawn up by a committee of
editors for the eight Ivy League
student newspapers. The edi
torial represents the policy of all
the editorial boards of those
newspapers and is entitled, “ Too
Late for Honor.’’ In the editor
ial, the editors call for all Ameri
cans to support a position in favor
of immediate withdrawal of all
American troops from Southeast
Asia.
On October 2, a statement,
initiated by John R. Coleman,
president of Haverford College,
petititioning Nixon to “ step up
the tim e-table for withdrawal
from Vietnam,’’ was circulated to
about 100 college and university
presidents.
Dartmouth President John
Sloan Dickey, among the Ivy
League presidents who did not
sign the statement, issued the
following statement regarding
the petition:
“ I have not participated in the
current or previous group state
ments about Vietnam because I
have opportunities which for me
are more effective and more
compatible with my long-standing
professional relationship to Am
erican foreign affairs.
“ I regard the war as a major
mistake, the responsibility for
(Continued on page 16)
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North Conway apathetic
[ No. Conway 3:30 p.m. ]
A ride to the White Mountains
on a bright sunny day with foliage
at its height would normally be a
pleasant experience. But when
the day is October 15 and the
journey is made to organize a
peace rally, that clear day and
pleasant
experience become
modified beyond recognition.
North Conway, New Hamp
shire, is , in effect, the suburb
to rural New Hampshire.
Its
wealth is reflected in its do
m estic architecture and exclu
sive clothing shops. Its only
blighted area is its lack of any
moral, political conviction. Many
of its inhabitants are escapees
of the highly politicized urban
world. North Conway is a cop
out.
What then does a high school
student do to organize a peace
rally in this apolitical climate?
For Mary Beth B liss, a Kennett
High School. student, and pri
mary organizer of the rally, the
alternatives are limited.
She
looked to the most highly poli
ticized body in New Hampshire;
our University. Response was
immediate.
Several students, some native
to the area, answered her call and
offered their serv ices. For some
volunteers the offering was their
radical entity.
For others it
included a repertoire of protest
songs and a deep sense of com
mittment to change the heads of
their former neighbors.
The task would not be easy.
That fact was made painfully
clear when, arriving at the North
Conway Park, they were told they
would need a permit to assem ble
on
the green.
This setback
infuriated the crowd who had been
assured verbally only two weeks
prior that no legal forms need
be procured. It seem s one
maligned citizen had other plans
for peace on October 15.
His plan was to impede the
rally and maintain his own peace

by Pete Riviere
Editor-in-chief

of mind, that being morally un
conscious to the slaughter in
Vietnam.
Although the- site of the rally
was quickly shifted the expected
turnout was altered considerably.
The mainstay ofthe group making
the extended trip to Jackson,
New Hampshire, some ten m iles
away, was high school and college
students. Of the 75 people pre
sent for the Jackson ceremony,
20 were adults.
Comments overheard in the
crowd ranged from, “ W ell, its
a nice day to be out,’’ to “ I
thought I would see what was
going on.’’ Even the speakers
seemed to lack any deep sense
of moral conviction as they
mouthed
easy words, all the
while fearing the physical oppo
sition predicted the previous

night.
Only one speaker offered any
real challenge to the rally par
ticipants, Mike Greene, a UNH
student. “ If your committment
ends here, today, then we have
wasted our time getting together.
You aren’t the people who need to
be reached, they’re all back in
North Conway.’’ Emotional r e 
straint was obvious in Greene’s
delivery.
The tone of the days activities
was verbalized when a passerby
said, “ It w ill be weeks before
we know our effect on the town.’’
And so the normally pleasant
ride back through the mountain
valley was somber. The outlook
for the future, dism al. The placid
setting of North Conway, a town
of fun and sun, becom es the r e s i
dence of high level frustration.
War is harmful to children and
other living things.

T' r
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f‘A statement of human
values...it is emotionally
and moving!’L/v.y.Po„
see ¥HD lAAIMIHCrVRDe
A film by G ordon Porks.

TECHNICOLOR® PANAVISiON®

C IN E M A

ONE

| <

SW ITCHIROO’ ?®3S&9ir*[xi

E V E N IN G S A T 7:00 F R I & S A T A T 7:30

STEVE IV lcojE E fM
A S '■BLILLmr’
[and I'

B A S S P L A Y E R N E E D E D , electric or acoustic, for lounge
in Portsmouth Thurs., Fri., Sat. night, steady. Good bread.
Call Tom Gallant Music Store, Exeter 772-2992.

A T 9:00
F R I & S A T A T 9:20

e v e n in g s

P IA N O P L A Y E R W A N T E D : Fri. & Sat. nights at Indian
Mound Golf Course, Rt. 16 Center Ossipee, N.H. Salary
arranged, room free — excellent opportunity for someone
who likes to ski. Call 539-4538.
L E A D A N D B A S S G U IT A R IS T W A N T E D : To back up
Country-Western performers. Call Wes, 659-3487.

^ r n t m

^ e io iiD j

N E E D A B A N D ? Consider Glass. A unique band. The finest
freaks put together. A sound and a show you'd never for
get. Need a Band — Call Jerry McAtavey 742-5880 or write
17 Sunset Drive, Dover, N.H.
FO R S A L E : 1968 Kawasaki 250cc, 4200 orig. miles. Still
under factory warranty. List price $700 selling price $400.
Call 742-5880.

CUNT
EASTWOOD
H A liO ’lM H IO H "

1965 B U IC K S P E C IA L W AG O N standard transmission V-6
— Good tires with M T D snow tires $625. Call 868-2395.

“A LYRIC,TRAGIC SONG OFTHE ROAD”
“GO,THINK ABOUT
IT. SQUIRM!"

6:30 & 8:45 P.M.

T U T O R IN G IN IT A L IA N — Translation, literary and tech
nical material. Write G. Pinton, Box 353, Durham.

S U N D A Y -M O N D A Y
O CT. 1 9 -2 0

-L O O K MAGAZINE

W IL L P A Y full purchase price for return of Hathlen's
"Orientation to the Theatre", borrowed from the Stillings
book shelves. Please, I need my notes! No questions asked.
Call Jeanie Hahn, Stoke ext. 611.

TRIUMPH!
SHOCKING AND
STUNNING!”

Castle
K eep

FO R R EN T : Large four-room apartment: L. Rm, Kit., 2
bedrms., bath, in older home on edge of campus. $140 a
month. Call after 6. 868-5238.

6:30 & 8:35 P.M.

CLASSIFIED RATES

S A T U R D A Y O C T . 18
B RO UG HT BACK B Y R E Q U E S T

$1. mmimum charge
$.05 per word
cash or ISc billing
dharge
868-9961
868-9962
868-5511 Ext. 387

The hanging w as the best show in town.
But they made two mistakes. They hung
he wrong man and they didn’t finish the job.

CUNT
EASTWOOD
IN

C O L .O

9:10
MATS.
SAT.‘
SUN.

1:30

N S U I^ e R
PETER FONDA- DENNIS HOPPER
E .M .L O E W ^

6:30 & 8:45 P .M .

436-2605
^ ^ D O W N T O W N , PO RTSM O U TH
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Wald speaks in Cambridge
[ Cambridge,
dge. Mass. ]
“ It’s a nice day for a Mora
torium. It’s a nice day to march.
It’s a nice day to speak up for
Am erica.”
George Wald told
more than 15,000 people on the
Cambridge Common Wednesday.
Wald, a Nobel Prize-winning
biologist from Harvard, called
the Moratorium, “ a new thing
for American History...For the
first tim e,” he said, “ people
are saying, stop that war and
stop it now.”
Wald said we can’t have an
honest peace to close a dishonor
able war. Although Nixon wants
to negotiate for an honest peace,
there is very little to negotiate.
Wald emphasized his first
point,
“ The only thing is to
get out now.” After heavy ap
plause, Wald added that we can’t
do anjdhing but worsen our pre
sent mistake.
*How to get out?” asked Wald.

|

by Sam Pillsbury

]

“ I’ll tell ya how to get out - - in
ships!”
We can find comfort in the fact
that such people as Clark Clif
ford joined the act, said Wald.
Senators and Congressmen have
joined, and w ill join, the act of
campaigning for peace.
“ Don’t let that worry you,”
warned Wald.
Men in high
government positions also have a
place in the peace movement,
said Wald. “ Trouble with you is
you’re
just not used to de
mocracy. In a democracy, people
don’t tell us, we tell them.”
Some people are worried be
cause archbishops, of all people,
are joining the cause. “ Don’t
worry.
Let them all climb
aboard,” said Wald.
In the march on Washington
Nov. 13 through 15, don’t be
surprised if Nixon and Laird
join, he warned.

Wald
Waldsaid
saidNixon
Nixonhas
hasa ap:plan to
professionalize the war and then
to institutionalize it. According
to Nixon’s plan, the war would
last so long it would become an
American institution.
Nixon said Thieu is one of our
five or six greatest statesmen.
The audience laughed, then ap
plauded.
According to Wald,
Vietnam is supposed to be a
democracy. However, there were
only a few civilians in the gov
ernment originally. They have
since been thrown out.”
A new general in South Viet
nam says that Vietnamese de
mocracy is like American de
mocracy. Wald says that the
sim ilarity lie s in their concepts
of freedom of speech. “ Both
governments speak of possib ili
ties and continue doing what they
had been doing,” said Wald.
Democracy with war is im 
possible.

Extra Points
The Paper Jock
The realm of sports is one of
Violence and supremacy. This
issue of the paper is about the
Moratorium. The realm of the
Moratorium is one of peace and
/non-violence.
The two are incompatible.
Therefore there is no sports page
in this paper.
We ask you to reflect; you who
are accustomed to reading only
the sports page of this paper:
40,000 Americans are dead in

Vietnam - can it really matter
who wins the World Series?
Hundreds of thousands of in-'
nocent women and children are'
dead in Vietnam - can it really|
matter who plays football Sat-,
urday?
America is dying - can it really^
matter that there is no sportsj
page today?

Wald said the nation’s second
problem is an amoral president.
“ I don’t like to talk like that,”
said Wald. “ I hate it.”
According to Wald, the p resi
dent is degraded, not by the

people but by the phony conven
tions which choose the president
under the pretense of election,
and the way they do it.
The draft question conveniently
(Continued on page 6)

For private phone service, contact your D irector of Residence.

ft-uce Cadarette
Mike Painchaud
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Kellogg speoks

Bulletinboard

(C ontinued fro m page 5)

Asian countries falling to Com
Blood'Bank
munism.
The Durham Red C ro ss wUl sponsor a
“ American has a superiority Country
F a ir Blood Bank Oct. 21-23 from
complex. It just won’t lose a 1-5 p.m. in the Strafford Room of the Mem
war,” he noted. “ Mr. Nixon orial Union. All donors under 21 must
a signed parental perm ission form
seem s willing to let 40,000 more present
now available in aU housing units and at the
American soldiers die for hi Union desk. No appointment Is necessary.
Alpha EpsUon PI wUl stage a "R ace
story.”
lor Life” from the Field House to the Union
Kellogg emphasized that he is at noon Oct. 21 to dram atize the need for
not an isolationist, saying that the blood. They w ^i beisneetedat the finish line
by Dale Dorman, radio personality from
U.S. can co -exist with other na
tions of different ideologies and to return to Holderness to par
governments.
He listed ig ticipate in a larger Moratorium
norance and fear as the basic program on November 15 in
causes of a g r e s s io n among na cluding other speakers and a
tions, and advocated programs debate.
of education and communication
among nations.
He spoke to the group of 150
students and faculty for twenty
minutes, and then entertained
questions and comments in dia
logue fashion for the rest of the
hour. The students were then
asked to return to their c la sse s.
About 35 students remained to
continue the dialogue with Kellogg
for another hour.
A history
teacher also remained with his
cla ss to continue the discussion.
Many of the students wore black
arm bands imprinted with a white
dove. The arm bands were made
by two students as “ a protest
of the war and a desire for
peace.” One student added that
at least 80 per cent of the stu
dent body wovild have worn the
arm bands if enough had been
made.
The Moratorium program at
Holderness had originally sched
uled a debate between Kellogg and a
member of the John Birch
Society.
However, the Birch
Society member was unable to
attend.
The administration indicated
that Kellogg would likely be asked

WRKO, who wiU do spot interviews during
the first day of the "C ountry F a ir."

University Theater

Careers in Social W ork

The University Theater wUl present the
"Madwoman of Chaillot" today, tomorrow
and Oct. 23-25 at 8 p.m. in the Johnson
Theater. There wiU also be a showing on
Sunday, Oct. 19, at 2 p.m. Tickets are
avaUable at Huddleston 209 o r Ext. 570.

A discussion on " C a re e rs in SocialW ork"
will be held in the Carroll-Belkns^) Room
of the Memorial Union on Oct. 22 at 7 p.m.

C at's Paw
Copies of the 1969 C at's Paw can be ob
tained by freshmen and tra n sfe r students at
the reception desk in the Memorial Union.
There wUl be an organizational meeting
for the Cat’s Paw, Oct. 21 a t 7 p.m. in the
C arroll Room of the Union.

Discussion
The Inter-V arsity C hristian Fellowship
will conduct a discussion on. "A Life that

Senior Portraits
Appointments for senior p o rtraits must
be made from Oct. 20 to 24 in the Union
lobby. No pictures will be taken unless
appointments a re made at this time.

Freshman Cam p

S k i Club

The New Hampshire Outing Club Ski Club
WiU have an open meeting Oct. 21 at 7 p.m.
In Room 129, HamUton Smith HaU.

Freshman Hockey
Freshm en wanting to try out for hockey
should contact Coach C harles Holt at Ext.
508 as SOCHI a s possible.

Pep R ally
There will be a pep rally and bonfire
from 6*-6:30 p.m. tonight in front of the
Union.

Applications for both old and new coun
selo rs for the 1970 Freshm an C a n ^ staff
a re available outside the Camp office; Room
107B in the Union.

International Ball
The annual International Ball wlU be
held at New Hampshire HaU a t 8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 25. Further information and
tickets can be obtained from the International
Student Office in Huddleston Hall, Ext. 220
o r at Ext. 4 7 0 ..

^CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft “ceiling and visibility unlimited”
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv
ing an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers ail have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

Conservative
Fashion!
T o d a y , fa sh io n is for
everyone. You don't have to
wear Edwardian or double
breasted clothes to be stylish.
Many of todays' top design
ers, Biconi, Cardin, Blass, etc.
have created one, two and
three button single breasted
shaped suits. The look has
wide, peaked lapels, a nipped
waist and flared shirt. Many
models have slanted pockets,
and extra ticket pocket and
high center vest. The pants
are usually stovepipe, mean
ing cut straight from the knee
to the tfinkle giving the illu
sion of being flared. The look
is especially smart in today's
sport clothes, with coats in
tweeds, herringbone, and wind o w p a n e checks and co
ordinated stovepipe slacks. It
is a sporty stylish look for
these beautiful fall weekends.
Why not stop by and look at
some of our many models in
the new shaped look. Next
week, we will look at the dif
ferent pant styles of today.
Jay Collins

P leases G od", Oct. 20 a t 6:30 p.m. in the
C arroll Room of the Union.

To insure CAVU* we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well .when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM
ICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCI
ENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE-ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer — or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

CAVU- might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
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McGovern addresses Boston
[ Boston ]
Grey flannel businessmen puf
fed cigars or stood with their
arm s crossed; olive drab, headbanded hippies sat cross-legged
on the grass; young mothers and
fathers shouldered children or
wheeled them into the periphery
of the throng; whiskered’drunks
with wine in their b ellies and
rags on their backs meandered
throughout the student m ass, and
occasionally someone would offer
“ Grass, acjid, m escaline. Grass,
acid. .
The drugs weren’t necessary.
More than 100,000 people were
thinking of peace, sun, and a
singular purpose that roared ev
ery time a speaker said, “ Loudder. . Louder. . .Nixon will have
to listen. . .C ’ mon, we want peace
and we want it now. . .say it-lou
der.”
And 100,000 people rose from
the grass, shot their right arms
into the air. Split two fingers
for peace, and shouted, “ Peace
Now. P eace Now.”
The shouts came intermittently
between se ts of entertainers who
served as crowd warmers for the
ensuing entourage of speakers.
An acid rock group played to
the initial crowd of 50,000, and
as throngs of people filed into
the Common, aS eeger-style ban
jo player turned the music to
folk and conjured up songs that
marked the early days of the
protest movement.
Today, nine years later, songs
like “ If I Had a Hammer” and
“ This Land Is Your Land” can
still send cold shivers up and
down 100,000 spines when,for at
least one sunny October afternoon,
there seem s genuine hope that
pacifism can stop a war, change
a country, and perhaps put into

by Wayne Worcester

gear a machine that could un
seat another president.
Boston folksinger Jamie Brockett performed musical surgery
on V ice-President “ Zero” Agnew, and rifled an incisive bar
rage at the Green Berets.
As Brockett sang, photogra
phers and television cameramen
took random shots of the crowd
from an elevated platform near
the main stage. On the ground
between the cam eras and the
stage, newsmen shuffled and r e 
read their advance copies of Se
nator McGovern’s speech. By
the time the South Dakota De
mocrat would finish his address,
the late edition of the Boston
Globe would be on the streets
with the full text.
A throng of photographers sw
armed to the Senator’s black
limousine as it pulled up in the
road immediatelybehind the plat
form. McGovern stepped from
the car, sm iled for the p ress
momentarily and a police escort
guided him to the stage.
He
would say to Boston’s 100,000
exactly what he had said ea r
lier in the day at Memorium Day
rallies in Washington, D.C., and
Bangor, Maine.
Rally jumping with McGovern
was Gloria Steinham, the con
tributing editor to New York
Magazine. She traveled with N el
son Rockefellow two months ago
on his riot-ridden fact-finding
tour of Latin America.
No riots this time.
Harvard economist John Ken
neth Galbraith walked to the bat
tery of microphones and briefly
introduced Senator McGovern.
“ We meet today for the purpose
of putting an end to the most

tragic mistake in our national
h istory--the cruel and futile war
in Vietnam,” began McGovern.
“ We meet today to call our
government away from folly into
the paths that lead to peace.
The President has described
Vietnam as our finest hour; it
is not, it is our worst hour.
The most urgent and responsi
ble act of American citizenship
in 1969 is to bring all p o ssi
ble pressure to bear on the ad
ministration to order our troops
out of Vietnam NOW.
“ I think if Charles Dickens
were writing today, he might say
of our age as he did of an
earlier age;
“ It was the best
of tim es, it was the worst of
tim e” . . .”
In New York’s Shea Stadium,
the Mets were taking three in
a row from Baltimore. In Wash
ington, Baby Doctor Benjamin
Spock was delivering one of four
addresses to a memorium crowd
of 7,000. In Raleigh, North Ca
rolina, Mrs. Dale Long, the 26year-old wife of a Marine, was
finishing a 125-mile walk in
opposition to the Moratorium.
In London, Paris, Vienna, Co
penhagen, Dublin, Rome, and Ge
neva, American students were
picketing United States em bas
sie s.
In Vietnam, 509,000 Americans
were fighting a war.
According the McGovern, the
purpose of the Moratorium was
to “ lift the terrible burden of
war” from the President’s shoul
ders and those of the American
people.
President Nixon spent a routine
business day in the White House,
“ unaffected” by one of the lar
gest anti-war rallies ever held
in the United States.

Senator George McGovern

15,000 join In Cambridge
march to Boston
by Sam Pillsbury

[ Cambridge ]
A peaceful army left the Cam
bridge Common on awalk to Bos
ton. The diverse troops of young
children, high school students,
adults of all shapes and siz e s,
liberals, moderates, radicals, all
but conservatives, pushed along
at a quick pace.
The purpose of this walk was
to demonstrate against the war
in Vietnam.
Preparations for Moratorium
Day were underway by 10:30
a.m. in Harvard Square. Scruf
fy, long-haired males and fe
males clustered around the Outof-Town Ticket Agency and the
subway entrance in the center of
the Square. The adults hadn’t
yet arrived. SDS members pas
sed out literature. Hawkers sold
“ Old Mole” and “ Broadside.”
Doctors in white uniforms pas
sed out postcards to send Nixon.
The Square had filled to over
flowing by 12:30 and people were
heading for the Cambridge Com
mon.
More than 15,000 people ga
thered to listen and join toge
ther for the walk to Boston.
The march left for Boston from
Cambridge. Banners urged“ Get
out of Vietnam” and “ End w ar.”
The marchers rushed out of
the Common and streamed up
M assachusetts Avenue through
Harvard Square,
across the
Charles River and Storrow Drive
to Commonwealth Avenue. The
main stream of marchers joined
a tributary of students from B os
ton University and later met
students from Northeastern and

from the University of Massa
chusetts. The combined mar
chers proceeded to the Boston
Common.
Marchers of all types stepped
eagerly in line.
Friends met
and others made cheerful con
versation with peace a llies. A
nun herded a flock of elemen
tary school girls along.
Ca
mera bugs climbed every avai
lable high point for pictures of
the solid wave of people. Stringy
haired boys and girls wearing
tight lev is, surplus army jackets,
and work boots walked and chat
ted.
“ This is really neat,”
remarked one girl. A few v i
gorous old ladies stepped along,
flashing the peace sign along
with the rest. At tim es, groups
sang “ Give Peace a Chance.”
Others chanted, “ We want Peace.
When do we want it? We want
it now.”
White collar workers carefully
calculated their contemporary’s
reaction to the march, hardly
ever waving or returning the
peace sign. Black construction
workers on Commonwealth Ave
nue sm iled and gave the peace
sign along the route.
Conspicuous in their absence
were the usual catcalls which
usually follow a group of long
haired students.
Overhead,
in the absolutely
clear sky, a sky writer plane
etched peace symbols with its
exhaust.
Phonographs along the route
blasted out rock music.
A blanket of people covered
the Common motivating the wal
kers to double their pace the last
few hundred yards onto the Com
mon.

Dead Dead Dead Dead Dead
Bronstein Park
Boston Common - October 15, 1969

Dortmoutb
(Continued from page 13)
which is very widely shared; I
want it stopped but I have no
instant solution to p rescribe.”
“ As I stated in my convocation
address last month, I believe that
many of us can now make a p osi
tive
contribution to the cause
of peace by getting to work on the
transcending task of seeing to it
that this tragedy generates a
stronger structure for keeping
the peace.”
In a statement published in
Tuesday’s issue of the “ Dart
mouth,” Carroll Brewster, Dean

of the College,
and Leonard
R eiser, Provost, declared them
selves in favor of the Moratorium
and the administration’s neutral
position. Claiming that Congress
and the President are failing to
recognize the strongvoiceof d is
sent in the nation today, Brewster
and R eiser predicted the possib
ility of “ a c r isis in confidence in
the government with the young...
and the academic community.”
Further activities at Dart
mouth included two continuous
movies on Vietnam and
talkin on the draft system . At 8 p.m .,
the students gathered to sum
marize the day’s events and plan
for a more effective Moratorium
in November.

(Continued from page 12)
Bronstein Park, a mailman jeer
ed, “ The recruiting station is
now open.”
A female folk singer sang anti
war songs in the bowl-shaped
park.
After the marchers and fol
lowers had filled the bowl, a
man dressed in a black jacket,
paint spotted pants, and an old
fatigue hat,
sauntered up to
some friends on the rim of the
park. “ Why don’t you go down so
you can hear?” he asked.
They rplied, “ We can hear.”
“ Good idea,” he agreed, “ if
you move too close you can sm ell
them.”
A few minutes later he was
jabbing his friends and pointing
out attractive girls in the crowd.
He was above the age of draft
eligibility.

by Jon Kellogg

[ Durham ]
They came in groups of threes
and fives, huddling together be
neath the moon faced clock of
Thompson Hall.
Because of the night’s chill,
candles lit in memory of American soldiers killed in Viet
nam also became symbols of
warmth and togetherness.
Birmingham, Huntsville, Man
chester, Berlin, Concord, Bald,
Cameron, Smith, Williamson.
The sons of Alabama and the sons
of New Hampshire all dead.
For more than 200 students
who gathered to listen, the hor
ror of w a r'h a s struck home.
Reading the names of the war
dead has become a sad and pro
found experience.
Awareness develops singular
ly: the states - so many came

from Alabama; the last names some
awkward to pronounce,
some almost insignificantly sim 
ple; the unending repetition of
the word “ dead.”
First names are familiar. That
is my brother’s name, that is my
own name. Perhaps after a half
hour it all com es together, every
word, every state, every name,
become symbolic of death.
Was he fat or tall? Did he
play football or the guitar? Was
he married? Does he have bro
thers and siste r s or children?
Perhaps he had no one.
He is dead.
They all are
dead. Tomorrow more will die.
• “ We began in prayer and we
will end in prayer,” said the
Rev. Albert Snow of St. Geor
ge’s church- “ We commit our
selv es in the cause of peace.”
, “ Our Father who art in hea
ven. . . .Deliver us from e v il.”
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Richie Havens 'unbelieva ble’

Richie Havens
( photo by Wallner

CENTREX phone system
replaces UNH exchange
by Nancie Stone
Staff Reporter

The CENTREX (Central Ex
change) telephone system w ill re
place the University’s Private
Branch Exchange Nov. 30, elim i
nating the necessity of placing
calls through the University
switchboard.
The modern, automated tele
phone service is designed to meet
UNH communication needs today
and in the future, explained Mrs.
Jean Keith, campus operations
assistant for New England T ele
phone. “ It provides techniques
for speed and economy,” she
said.
The telephone system includes
four types of service: phones for
administrative use; residence
hall phones; extension to exten
sion phones in classroom build
ings; and private phones, upon
request, in students’ rooms.
Although the entire campus will
convert to CENTREX on Nov. 30,
only four residence halls, Hub
bard, Devine, Christensen, and
Babcock, w ill be provided with
private phones. This service
will later be extended to the
other dorm itories on campus,
depending on student demand.
Mrs. Keith and Mrs. Virginia
Wood, secretary to the assistant
treasurer, are scheduling c la ss
es for all faculty members and
all residents of the four halls.
These c la sses will be conducted
in room 21, floor A, of the library

for three weeks, starting Nov. 3.
The cla sses will include explana
tions and demonstrations ofCENTREX features.
These features include: first,
direct inward dialing, allowing
outside calls to reach extensions
without going through the switch
board.
Second, direct outward dialing
from an extension.
Third, identified outward toll
dialing, so that long distance calls
will be automatically billed to the
callers’ UNH extension.
Fourth, individual call trans
fer, so that incoming calls can be
transferred to another extension
without operator assistance.
Fifth,
add-on conferences,
adding a third party to a call
from outside the camjHis.
Sixth, consultation hold, which
places the calling party in a hold
position, permitting the caller to
talk to a third party, in calls
originating off-campus.
Installation of CENTREX w ill
involve extensive changes in the
present system . The switchboard
in Thompson Hall will be replaced
by three consoles in Hubbard
Hall. All University extensions
w ill be five numerals instead of
the three used now.
Students will be able to obtain
the new numbers from the UNH
directory to be published in No
vember. In addition, postcards
w ill be distributed throughout
campus, so students can notify
family and friends of their new
telephone numbers.

Richie Havens warmed up a
UNH audience Friday night with
his music and amusing disjointed
raps.
Havens played two 45minute sets for a polite but
restrained crowd.
He wore a toga-like green
shirt, cinched at the waist by a
wide belt from which hung little
leather bags.
Havens cannot play the guitar.
He tunes his instrument to an
“ E tuning.” The open strings of
a guitar in an E tuning form a
chord so that by moving the thumb
up and down the neck he can
change chords.
He sat perched on a stool,
one foot resting on a rung, the
other on the floor as he held
his acoustical guitar almost face
up against his raised knee and
chest.
The unorthodox position a l
lowed him to play the neces
sary chords by m erely moving
his thumb and first finger up
and down the neck of the gui
tar.
His right hand slammed away
at the steel strings in an un
imaginative relentless strum.
Every song supposedly has its
own tone and beat, but Havens
destroyed both by raking his
instrument in the same monoto
nous pattern for every song.
When he got emotional he lost
all feeling of rhythm by strum 
ming in double or triple time.
Havens was backed by a bongo
drummer and a guitarist.

by Sam Pillsbury
Fine Arts Editor

The guitarist tried to weave
interesting runs around Haven’-s
music, but neither he nor the
drummer were audible much fur
ther than front row center.
Havens interspersed clichefilled dialogues and sets of songs.
His disjointed talks appeared far
out at first.
Ultimately, they
were amusing but superficial.
At best, the dialogues served
to break up Havens’ music, and
give both him and the audience
a rest.
He told them that the people
in the United States live in dif•ferent time zones;
therefore
communication is difficult.
“ People in New York think
one hour earlier than the peo
ple in Chicago. . .dig that. . .
unbelievable,” quipped Havens.
He continued to mutter all
evening such comments as, “ Dig
that” and “ Can you dig it?”
and everything
was “ unbe
lievable, unbelievable, unbelie
vable” .
During the course of the con
cert, he rarely altered his tone
of voice or style of delivery.
He sang a part of “ Get Toge
ther” by J essie Colin Young,
a sensitive song of peace, in the
same rough, whining tone of voice
and with the same accompani
ment as “ Maggie’s Farm,” a
raucous chant by Bob Dylan.

During the concert, if one be
came bored by Havens’ singing
or playing, and tried to listen
to the m essage of the songs,
he was probably frustrated by
Havens’ lisp.
Like many other singers. Ha
vens is better on his albums
than he is in concert. In the
recording studio, he has the ad
vantage of a backup band of mu
sicians, better acoustics, and a
second chance at every song.
Havens’ voice, poor guitar pl
aying, and meager accompani
ment sim ply didn’t equal the de
ceptive
quality of his record
ings.
Everyone, including Havens,
stood as the concert rocked to
a ragged end.
The audience
clapped to the last song while
Havens stomped around the stage,
playing h is guitar.
Randa McNamara, a University
sophomore, opened the concert
with her strong voice, guitar,
backup string bass, and electric
guitar.
She sang such w ellknown songs as “ Winken Blinken and Nod” and “ Sometimes
I Feel Like a Motherless Child.”
The bass was barely audible
in the front row and a harp
player added little by accom 
panying a few songs. Coun
try-influenced
guitar, played
through reverb did lend some
originality to the songs.
A MUSO spokesman said the
concert lost money, but the exact amount is unknown.

Cox outlines'Do It Yourself City’
Dr. Harvey Cox, noted authortheologian of the Harvard Divin
ity School, who was involved in the
controversial
Dr.
Benjamin
Spock trial, outlined a plan for a
“ D o-It-Yourself City” last week
in Johnson Theater.
Dr. Cox, the first in a se rie s
of speakers sponsored by Spauld
ing Distinguished Lecturers, be
liev es the American society will
experience this new plan in the
near future.
He compared the theoretical
city to a “ university without any
formal classroom structure,” in
which the knowledge available
from one counterpart would be
shared voluntarily with another.
The city, ideally populated by
100,000 people, would feature a
high participation level from each
resident.
Dr. Cox asserted that the

by Bill Keefe

theoretical
city would be the
answer to the current antisocial
behavior problem which he de
scribed as an alienation of the
people from decision making.
He said the new society w ill be
the panacea for all the political
and economical grievances of
today, which are contributing to
the deterioration of our present
structure.
The first new city would serve
mainly as a model for the people
to observe, and eventually adopt
as a social structure.
Under
the plan, the people would de
sign the city before they Would
live there, therefore relating to
the city when a resident.
Urban designers would a c
commodate the needs and the
d esires of the populus. “ This is

opposite to now,” Cox continued.
“ It will be a wholly democratic
system in city planning as the
majority w ill rule. A dictator
ship by the technocrats would not
be tolerated.”
“ It would be against the elit
ist idea of a city and not a
compete Thomas More Utopia,”
he added. Instead it would be
sim ilar to a universify city in
which the people would be the
workers and teachers at the same
time.
Dr. Cox revealed his hopes
of having this proposed city
turned into reality by donation
of
federal funds in the near
future. He concluded, “ In order
for this city to work there must
be a fundamental political change.
These changes are developing in
some areas today.”

Vermont dims Wildcat championship hopes with a 2 7 -7 win
by Mike Painchaud

After the University of Maine
upset New Hampshire’s cham
pionship hopes last weekend with
a 20 - 18 victory. Coach Jim
Root said, “ It only goes to prove
that you can’t win in any league
without defense. And our de
fense had a serious lapse for 30
minutes at Orono.”
The Homecoming crowd of
12,800 who saw an underrated
Vermont team completely end
those championship hopes with a
2 7 - 7 win Saturday, might feel

the Wildcats would have done well
to have lapsed for only 30 minutes
against the Catamounts.
“ I didn’t know that there were
so many ways a team could beat
itse lf,” observed Root, following
his team ’s complete breakdown
at Cowell Stadium. “ After view
ing our game film s, I’m quite
sure we used every possible
means to do it.”
Root was probably correct, but
then Vermont did very little
wrong in rolling to its third
straight win.
Running from the new “ W ish

bone” or “ Texas Y” formation.
Coach Bob Clifford’sCatamounts
had little trouble piling up 25
first downs on 453 yards of to
tal offense.
The “ Wishbone” is a wide open
offense that relies on a quar
terback who executes the option
play w ell. Vermont’s Fran P e
terson does just that.
Behind strong blocking by the
Vermont front line, Peterson ran,
passed and faked his team all
over the once stout New Hamp
shire defense. The senior signal
caller netted 59 yards rushing and

completed a remarkable 14 of
19 pass attempts for 146 yards
and two touchdowns.
Teaming with Bob Rodger, the
leading rusher in the Yankee
Conference, who had 188 yards
in 26 rushing attempts, P eter
son found he could continually
pick up key yardage off the ends.
When the Wildcats adjusted for
the option, Peterson slipped up
the middle for big yardage behand his center Bob Stearns.
Other leaders for Vermont
were Bob Clifford, who had 65
(continued on page 7)

Dr. Harvey Cox
( photo by Wallner
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United N a tio n s sy m p o siu m
o p e n s here F rid a y
John G. Stoessinger, director
of political affairs at the United
Nations, w ill deliver the feature
address at the Governor’s Sym
posium on the United Nations
Friday at the New England Center
for Continuing Education.
The symposium, entitled “ The
World in 1984,” is a day-long
event marking the 24th anniver
sary of the United Nations.

Whitehouse
Opticians, inc.
Morrill Building
466 Central Ave.

Tel.742-1744
Dover, N.H.

salt
mountain

Delegates back N ew England Center

Panel discussions during the
afternoon w ill deal with environ
mental problems. Carroll L.
Wilson, professor of organiza
tional behavior at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will par
ticipate in a panel discussing
“ R esources and Their U tiliza
tion.”
Robert S. Morison, director of
the division of biological s c i
ences at Cornell University, w ill
lead the 4 p.m. discussion on the
topic “ The Environment and its
Control.”
Max Millikan, director for In
ternational studies at MIT, will
deliver a luncheon address on
“ The Population Impact.” Stoessinger’s address w ill conclude
the activities at a 7 p.m. dinner.
Tickets
for the event are
available at the New Hampshire
Council on World Affairs, R ose
mary Lane.
There is no ad
m ission fee to panel session s.

Delegates to the first confer
ence at the New England Center
for Continuing Education last
week expressed a “ strong com
mitment of support”
for the
goals of the new facility on Straf
ford Avenue,
U n iv e r s ity p r e s id e n ts , fa c u lty ,
s tu d e n t b o d y p r e s id e n ts a n d o th e r
d e le g a te s fro m
la n d
th e

th e s ix

New

I 's t a t e u n i v e r s i t i e s }
c e n te r ’s

b rin g

p ro p o se d

c itiz e n s

to g e th e r

to

a p p ro a c h e s

and

w o rk
to

E ng

backed
e ffo rt

to

u n iv e rs itie s

o u t r e a s o n a b le

New

E n g la n d ’s

p ro b le m s .

Four representatives from the
Kellogg Foundation, which pro
vided grants for the complex,
and the W illiam L. P ereira A s
sociates also attended the opening
conference.
The first conference intro
duced the delegates to the facili
ties and planned the educational
program which will involve adult
groups, according to Harry P.
Day, center director.

The University student body
presidents met to discuss various
on-campus problems, including
protest and unrest, student pro
grams for minority groups, and
teacher evaluation programs.
Tim Jerman, student body
leader at the University of Con
necticut, did not attend the con
ference because of recent student
racial disturbances at his uni
versity.
The five other student body
presidents, including Brad Cook,
agreed that the handling of min
orities
is the only campusoriented disturbance issue con
fronting universities.
“ Black
students and ‘culturally de
prived’ students don’t like to be
lumped in one group,” Cook said.
He thinks the issue is a problem
because of adjustment and com
munications difficulties.
Cook noted the obvious absence

Charles Darwin developed the
concept of the web of life: Ani
mate nature is a vast system of
linkages; the circle of one life
intersects that of another, and
nothing liv es or dies to itself,
the Audubon Society of New
Hampshire tells us.
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VOLVO

of radical groups protesting
ROTC
and recruiting issu es.
“ There was a feeling at the con
ference that we are at the end
of a cycle of student activism ,”
Cook said. “ That’s not to say that
students are asleep, but there is
more interest In changing aca
demic programs than in worrying
about issu es on the fringe of aca
demic relevance.”
He observed that Vietnam, po
verty, and w orker-orientedissues
have moved off campus.

C A R E E R S IN T E A C H IN G
Guest Speaker: Philip M. Smith
Assistant Professor of Education and
Coordinator, Master of Arts in
Teaching Program, U N H

all interested persons are invited to attend
a "m u st" for graduating seniors
Place: Carroll-Belknap Rooms, Memorial Union Building

Tel. 772-5975

Time: 7 p.m. on the dates indicated above
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'A designer must recognize himself/soys Ion Walker
Two hundred and fifty years ago
every American pioneer designed
his own furniture. Ian Walker,
UNH visiting lecturer, and fur
niture designer, expects his
woodworking students to be as
resourceful.
Walker’s fluffy blond mustache
and beard encroaching on his full
face resem ble that of a mule
driver in Death Valley’s borax
mines, rather than a hairy r e 
volutionary.
The qualities of the pioneer
and the revolutionary are evident
in Walker’s attitudes toward fur
niture design. Nature is an im 
portant source of ideas for
Walker. “ The organic world is
full of problems - - already solv
ed,’’ he said. If you note the
way a flower breaks up through
the ground, it w ill be evident
the flower’s design for growing
was full of a natural grace.
Walker explained.
Although he finds a strong bond
to nature in his attitudes. Walker
believes each student should try
to find his own attitude toward
design.
“ I try to make the student con
front him self,” he said. “ This

confrontation must resemble an
identity c r isis, in the sense that
“ a designer must recognize him
self before he can put his own p er
sonal feelings in his work.”
The relationship between the
student and the student’s aware
ness strikes Walker as an im 
portant phase of his teaching.
“ Once they begin to ask, ‘where
do I go and how do I start,’ they
can find the answers in them
se lv e s,” he said.
Walker’s attitude toward his

students’ work is enthusiastic and
broad.
Walker explained his
theory, as one of his students
transformed a log into a table.
“ The only restrictions I grant
in furniture in this cla ss are the
sim plest concepts,” he said. The
concept of seating does not imply
a traditional approach. “ Wouldn’t
it be interesting to have a chair
in which you had to discover a
place to s it ,” Walker asked.
The concept of the table de
mands only surface. According

Blood Bonk
A goal of 500 pints has been set
for the American Red C ross
Blood Drawing, which will be con
ducted today through Thursday
between 1 and 5 p.m. in the Straf
ford Room of the Memorial Union.
Any healthy person 18 years or
older and weighing at least 110
pounds may donate blood. Par
ental perm ission slips are avail
able for donors under 21 years
old at the main desk of the Union.

Sharon Dugan is shown being introduced to a crowd of 12,000
at Cowell Stadium as the 1969 Homecoming queen. The junior
coed was escorted during her victory ride by N.H. Governor
Walter Peterson (1.) and Vermont Governor Deane Davis.
(photo by Wallner)
A man never realizes what a
wonderful memory he has until
he starts to think up all the
item s he can deduct from his
income tax.

Corked Faced

BULLETIN B O A R D S
14” « 34"

COTE
JEWELERS
Jenkins Court —Durham N.H.
Next to Franklin Theatre
Diamonds —Watches ~
Rings and Things
Specializing in Repairs

to Walker, a table could be big
enough for a dem itasse and five
feet high and it would be within
his definition of table.
Walker’s students seem to have
not yet broken from the tradi
tional furniture designs. “ It’s
difficult to free yourself of all
your pre-conceived ideas of fur
niture - but I think some of my
students are making a real at
tempt to create their own ap
proach,” he said.
Walker has been able to over
come
many of the traditional
limitations of furniture.
Walker readily admits that the
development of synthetics has ex
panded the freedom of the de
signer. The budget of his stu
dents, however, lim its some of
the new freedom.
Walker’s own designs in the
last seven years have included
banana-like couches, in the pop
art frenzy, and graceful, warm
chairs that appear to be boulders
of milk quartz with '’ur linings.
Walker’s
furniture designs
have been shown at various art
galleries, work shops and crafts
man’s fairs in the Northeast,
although he does not display his
work for his students.
Walker received his Master of
Fine Arts degree from the Ro
chester Institute of Technology,
after receiving his Bachelor of
Arts at the University of Rhode
Island.

Walker once collected anti
ques.
“ One man in the woods
was capable of producing a piece
that is still highly desirable two
centures later. I wonder what
pieces of today will be valued
two hundred years from now,”
he said.
The enthusiasm and encour
agement received by Walker’s
students seem to stem from such
an attitude. Each of them has
the potential to create a design
that is both of the moment and
for the future.
j

IF YOU PREFER INCLUSIVE
ONE RELIGION OF
BROTHERHOOD
TO SECTARIANISM WHICH
KEEPS RELIGIOUS PEOPLE
SEGREGATED INTO SECTS,
WHY NOT SEND FOR AN
EMBLEM LAPEL PIN?
THERE IS NO CHARGE.
JOE ARNOLD

One Religion of Brotherhood
16 GARDEN STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MVASSACHUSETTS
02138

HEWSKY’S
T R O P IC A N A
all flavors — cola, orange, root beer, etc.
Reg. — 49(^
Now — 39^

SAVE EVEN MORE
clip out this ad and receive
a 6 pack of 10 oz. bottles
for only
2M

HARDWARE HOUSE
Attention Single U N H Students

Experienced
Key Punch Operators

and Staff
Now leasing double rooms on
U N H Campus, near Stoke Hall.
Furnished
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Kitchenette Facilities
Utilities Included
Washers and Dryers
Janitorial Service
Parking

Telephone: 868-2797 or write
5 Strafford Ave. Corp.
P.O. Box 567, Durham, N.H.

2nd and 3rd Shifts
Grade A O perator $ 2 .3 5 to $ 2 ,8 7 5 per hou r
Grade B O perator $ 2 .0 0 to $ 2 .5 0 per hour

including shift differential
10% 2nd Shift
15% 3rd Shift
FRIN G E BENEFITS
F or Interview Call: 4 3 1 -7 4 5 6
A c co u n tin g C o n tro ls Corp.
A rtisa n B u ild in g
Layfayette Industrial Park, Portsm outh, N.H.
Equal O p p o rtu n ity Em p loye r
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'Bring your congressman home’
“Government by the people, for the
people and of the people" . . . What was
the net effect of the Moratorium day
demonstrations on this basic American
doctrine? The answer is painfully clear;
practically nil.
The October 15 Moratorium goals of
ending the war by immediate troop with
drawal should be set aside momentarily.
Consider instead the mortality rate of par
ticipatory democracy.
In terms of numbers the day was a mas
sive success. It illustrated the support
needed to quicken the pace of American
withdrawal. However, what it failed to do
was bring the armchair American to his feet
in either support or opposition to the war.
Very few of those Americans who take
their freedoms for granted did anything
positive to insure those freedoms. Instead
they berated the demonstrators with slo
gans and catcalls.
When and how do these peace demon
strator critics support their democracy? Do
they write letters to their congressmen? Do
they religiously uphold their freedoms by

voting in every election? Do they vocalize
their political opinions only to groups of
similar interests?
Hannah Arendt said there is no freedom
without action. It is discomforting that the
majority of our population is satisfied with
political participation only at four-year in
tervals.
Peace and democracy are not exclusive
to demonstrators and hippies or longhairs.
They are within the realm of all humans.
With such a high level of frustration
wearing on the morale of Moratorium
organizers it is no wonder they have
changed their strategy. Originally the
national committee's plans were for a large
rally in Washington. That the majority of
our nations citizenry require a legal sanc
tion for demonstration of their democratic
freedoms is obvious.
The new strategy for November is to
"bring your congressman home." Provide a
legal, public forum similar to the town
meeting of New England heritage. This is
probably the only type of program that can
capitalize on the participation of a majority
of voters.

The rood to freedom
The Quagmire: Vietnam
The first Vietnam Moratorium
is over. Next month’s is sup
posed io be two days, December’s
three days, etc. Because of this
factor, and the internal division
which usually follows an initial
success, the Moratoriums will
no doubt lose momentum as time
progresses. On the other hand,
anti-Moratorium activities will
increase (for example, watch
what’s going to happen Nov. 11).
The Left had a field day, but it
won’t have one again for a long
time.
First, let’s look at the three
major options this nation has in
regards to the Vietnam W ar-Option
#1 - - The present
course, “ Vietnamization,” an
other two or three years of war.
Results:
another 20,000 or so
Americans killed; hundreds of
thousands
more Vietnamese
deaths; the expenditure of more
billions of dollars; a divided
(rather, more divided) United
States. Hoped-for end result: the
South Vietnamese will be able to
fight for them selves.
Option # 2 --Immediate, total
inconditional withdrawal. Re
sults: a North Vietnamese-Na

tional Decapitation Front victory,
a Communist South Vietnam; the
m ass extermination of any and
all South Vietnamese that sup
ported the “ Imperialist” Am
ericans before their departure
(probably only five to six m il
lion at the very most); 40,000
American deaths for absolutely
nothing, billions of dollars down
the drain;
lo ss of American
influence around the globe; the
first defeat in our history. And,
of course, some American POW’s
will never be seen again.
Many of us feel there must be
another way; perhaps something
that’s never once been tried.
A plan which will bring peace
to our country, and freedom to
South Vietnam.
Option # 3 --Victory.
To be
gained through some or all of the
following means: 1) - a halt in
East-W est trade in strategic
military goods (these usually find
their way to North Vietnam);
2) - bombing or blockading Hai 
phong Harbor; 3) - bombing of
all strategic targets in the North,
including the Red River Valley
irrigation
system and power
complex; 4) - pursuit of enemy
troops into Laos and Cambodia;

by Robert Faulkingham
State Chairman, N.H.Y.A.F.

5) - an ARVN invasion of the North
at some vulnerable point along
the coast; 6) - the full use of
American naval power against
North Vietnam.
All of these
measures are aimed at the North,
since the Viet Cong are of only
minor importance (now com pris
ing le ss than 20% of the Com
munist forces in South Vietnam).
Results: another six months or
so of war; thousands mpre North
Vietnamese killed; a free South
Vietnam, a defeated North Viet
nam.
The first option is for war;
the other two are peace policies.
The first is the Nixon plan; the
other two are alternatives. Thus,
if the idea of the Moratoriums
were simply to demonstrate for
peace, and show dissent from
Nixon, all of us favoring the third
option could easily join in. But
the underlying theme seem s to be
immediate, total, unconditional
withdrawal. And because of that
fact, those favoring the present
course and those favoring victory
will be forced to unite. We have
no other choice.
Note: the opinions expressed
above do not necessarily repre
sent those of the UNH-YAF.
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Committee cancels queen
contest for Winter Carnival
This paper’s recent editorial
regarding queen contests on this
campus establishes a sound and
influential
argument against
them. The editorial was intro
duced and discussed by the Win
ter Carnival Committee.
The
committee discussed conducting
a traditional, mediocre queen
contest, or the feasibility of a
contest sim ilar to the one two
winters ago, and using the funds
for the betterment of the pa
geant, and Carnival itself. The
committee
also discussed the
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question of legitimacy, ar
ideas, and campus opinion.
It was felt that a queen
test was an archaic idea,
would not be in the best i
est of a good Winter Can
As to tradition, the Winter
nival queen contest has t
tionally been a failure.
There will be no queen
test for this year’s Winter
nival.
Wade Southwick, ’70
Chairman,
UNH Winter Carnival 1970

Student knocks reportage
The inferior reporting relative
to the student walk-out at Oyster
River H.S. necessitates further
comment. The petition I wrote
called for “ a suspension of c la ss
es...in protest of the Vietnam War
and in memory of all the human
beings killed as a result of that
war.” On account of “ a suspen
sion of c la sse s” being m isinter
preted to denote a suspension of
school, I amended the petition.
The amended petition clarified
the discrepancy by asking for a
suspension of the regular, seven
period school day in order that
an all day program, including le c
tures, discussions, and films;
might be presented.
The petition never requested
“ the cancellation of cla sses to
allow students to participate in
activities outside the school,”
nor did the petition ever ask for
“ two periods for lectures and
discussion.”
School officials
perfunctorily dism issed my peti
tion, while a student council com
mittee, also disregarding the
petition, apathetically organized
“ two cla ss periods for lectures
and discussion.”
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE went
on to state, “ Kelley urged the stu
dent body ‘not to compromise’ on
the petition submitted to P rin
cipal George Pasichuke last
week.” This ludicrous sentence
distorts the meaning of the walk
out, which was urged because - “ The Vietnam Moratorium in
trinsically requires total com
mitment. These proceedings (the
assembly) were contrived as a
compromise, and therefore e s 
tablish nothing more than mere
tokenism. The petition which was
circulated last week demanded

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Peter R. Riviere
Wayne Worcester
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Jfl-day: a 'joke'
A few of our nation’s children
have been the butt of a cruel
and misleading joke. Senators
McGovern, Kennedy, and Mc
Carthy have helped these kids
enhance their fantasy that they
have made some dent in U.S.
foreign policy. In fact, they have
u selessly exercised their right
of dissent and given aid and com
fort to an enemy.
It is the responsibility of those
thinking students on the campus
to convince these kids that there
are more constructive, although
perhaps le s s emotional, and more
meaningful,
although perhaps
more effort-taking, methods of
supporting world peace.
C .P. Galle,
»72

a purity of conscience, a
commitment, unequaled b;
assem bly. It is time for tl
pure consciences who sign(
petition to display, as one ai
Roman proclaimed, “ Dee*
Words!” Will you 200 coi
mise your principles and v
in the hypocrisy envelopi
many of our contemporary
will you be consistent in as
ing your character. I ask
you, all of you who are tj
yourselves to join me in mes
ful observance outside thi
titious convention, or to pa
pate in the activities at
Fear not reprisal by the s^
for they can do nothing. In
fear your stature as human I
if you compromise your
ciples. The moment forde^
action has arrived. In k«
with the Vietnam Morator
basic objectives, walk out
out now.”
The walk-out did not cons
a protest over a conflict re
ing “ restrictions,” for no
conflict ever existed. Like
the right of the students to
and go at w ill” was not a
lem. The crux of the wa:
did not even pertain to the s*
The only conflict present
cerned the idealism of th*
dents.
Billy Kelley
Oyster River High

Bergeron roj
newspaper

The realm of sports i
of competiveness and sport;
ship, not one of “ violene
supremacy.” “ The realm
Moratorium” may have be
“ peace and non-violence,
its effects may prove to b«
different.

The elimination of a
page due to the Moratoriu
verage should not be rela
the “ savageness” ’ of fo*
soccer,
cross country,
ming, or pingpong.
Undei the guise of a
flag of mourning, the Moral
participants called for this
try to crawl away from
nam waving a white flag.
Athletes
compete to
Sports and the Moratoriun
incompatible. Why should
athletes be marred by the
ing-out. of the Moratoriur
ticipants?
Paul Bergerd:
A ss’t Sports I

Greeks oppose U S support of junto, soys Heiibronner
by Victoria Angis

Pages 4 & 5

Gandhi's rose
“ Oct. 15, 1969; A DAY OF JU
BILATION
The people have risen, a mul
titude of individuals, “ little”
people, rich, poor, young, old,
“ one man-one votes” united for
a cause, peace. The people got
together; a government of, for,
and by the people; these people
got together on the 15th.
Why did they get together?
They gathered on the 15th to
make known their intense desire
to end hypocrisy; the hypocrisy
of “ peace” negotiations around
a nebulous table on one front
and negotiations of an undeclared
war on another front.
They gathered because their
chief representative, their p resi
dent, said that he would not. be
effected by what they would do.
They gathered on the 15th, be
cause in the back of their minds,
behind the wool shading their
eyes, they heard “ Thou shalt
not k ill.”
It is interesting to note that
they did not rally behind a single
personality, but instead many in
dividuals led other individuals
through a happening, a program,
a dialogue that said, “ HEY LOOK
AT US, LISTEN TO US, WE’RE
THE VOTERS, WE’RE THE PEO
PLE AND WE’RE NOT STUPID!”
The m essage was shouted, if it
fell on deaf ears, was ignored,
or not noticed, then it is time
to come home; because this thing
called communism(?) is more of
a threat here than it is in South
east Asia or anywhere else.
On the 14th of Oct. an older
man said, “ This thing is like
pinning a rose on Gandhi!”
John R.D. Dexter
Keene State College

“ Hated the government, loved
the people,” remarked Hans
Heiibronner, professor of hi
story, commenting on his recent
sabbatical year in Greece.
“ They are very friendly toward
the American people,” he noted,
“ but the majority of Greeks I
met opposed very strongly Am
erican
support of the present
junta,” referring to the present
military dictatorship.
Heiibronner spent the 1968-69
academic year teaching in Greece
under a Fulbright Scholarship,
a program for graduate study,
teaching, and research in foreign
countries, sponsored annually by
the United States government. He
taught modern European history
at P ierce College, a sm all, Am
erican-sponsored
college for
women, during his stay in Athens.
Academically,
Heiibronner
found his Greek students better
prepared than the average Am
erican student. “ They have read
a great deal more than the equi
valent college student in the
United States,” he said. “ While
unsophisticated in the fields of
psychology and s®ciology -fields
in which American students usu
ally have a smattering of know
ledge - - Greek students are much
better prepared in history and
geography,” he added.
The majority of the 400-mem
ber student body are products of
private Greek-system schools,
and speak English fluently. They
also are usually well prepared
in French or Latin. Some wo
men look forward to attending
graduate schools in the United

Student raps
BSO audience
When will people at this “ Uni
versity” learn something as sim 
ple as protocol? I would like
to commend Mr. Steinberg and
the Boston Symphony for an ex
cellent performance—but for the
audience I feel wretched. It
seem s that “ educated” people
should know when to clap and
when to be quiet.
Linda Kipp, ’70

B A S S P L A Y E R N E E D E D , electric or acoustic, for lounge
in Portsmouth Thurs., Fri., Sat. night, steady. Good bread.
Call Tom Gallant Music Store, Exeter 772-2992.
P IA N O P L A Y E R W A N T E D : Fri. & Sat. nights at Indian
Mound Golf Course, Rt. 16 Center Ossipee, N.H. Salary
arranged, room free — excellent opportunity for someone
who likes to ski. Call 539-4538.
1965 B U IC K S P E C IA L W A G O N standard transmission V-6
— Good tires with M T D snow tires $625. Call 868-2395.
T U T O R IN G IN IT A L IA N — Translation, literary and tech
nical material. Write G. Pinton, Box 353, Durham.
W IL L P A Y full purchase price for return of Hathlen's
"Orientation to the Theatre", borrowed from the Stillings
book shelves. Please, I need my notes! No questions asked.
Call Jeanie Hahn, Stoke ext. 611.
W A N T E D — Experienced guitarist wanted for popular rock
group. Mixed bag. Steady work guaranteed. Must audition.
Call 868-2831.
FO R S A L E : 1964 VW — $700 or best offer. Call Scott at
742-0404.
FO R S A L E : Dyna Pas 3 x stereo pre amp $39.00, Mark III
60 watt mono amp $29.00. Call 868-2490.
FO R S A L E : 1964 Opel Station Wagon — standard — Good
tires — R & H. Call 964-8206 after 6 p.m. $295.
LOST: Midland cassette tape recorder. Left in Hetzel lounge
Oct. 3. Will the person who "borrowed" this please return —
no questions asked. Contact Carol Anderson, Ext. 326 or
the Hetzel house mother.

States or England.
Pierce College is modeled on
the American educational sy s
tem, and Heiibronner believes
his Greek students would adjust
easily to American university
life. He suggest that dormitory
living at UNH would be the most
difficult adjustment for a Greek
girl. The Greek family is very
close, and its members lead very
sheltered and dependont lives.
It would be considered shameful
for a young woman to live alone
and make decisions independently
of her family, he explained.
Greek girls are more sophis
ticated in some areas than their
American counterparts, accord
ing to Heiibronner. Most of the
Pierce College students are from
upper m iddle-class Greek fam il
ies to whom encounters with
foreigners come quite naturally.
One area in which Greek stu
dents fall far short of the Am eri
can norm is the students’ role in
running their schools.
“ The
major motivation for change in
this area came from several
American faculty members, in

cluding m yself,” Heiibronner
noted.
“ It was difficult to get the stu
dents to take responsibility in
their own hands,” he continued.
“ A few members of the faculty
took the initiative in any protest.”
He cited a politically-fearful
administration and faculty, as
well as the cultural heritage of the
students them selves, as the main
obstacles to change in this field.
Heiibronner was accompanied
to Greece by his wife, Phyllis,
and their two children, Warren,
11 and Robert, 4.,
Heiibronner and his wife found
the Greeks to be the “ most gen
erous people” in the world, as
long as they like you, he added.
Heiibronner was appointed to
the UNH faculty in 1954 after r e 
ceiving his doctorate from the
University of Michigan. He spec
ializes in Russian history and
also teaches a course in modern
European history.
Nearly half of the nations’s
population is comprised of vet
erans and their dependents.

UNH sends
equipment
to Greece

Two tons of elaborate labora
tory equipment, including a r e s
piration chamber 3for the mea
surement of the metabolisms of
large animals, is on its way to
the University of Thessaloniki,
Greece, from the University of
New Hampshire Ritzman Animal
Nutrition Laboratory.
The chamber of associated de
vices will enable Greek scient
ists to accurately measure the
energy expended by animals for
body processes including milk
production.
The devices were
constructed under the direction of
Haven H. Hayes, Ritzman Lab experi mentalist- technician.
This is the second unit r e 
quested by the Greek resea r
chers. In 1966, they received
from the Durham laboratory a
sim ilar but sm aller apparatusi
for use with sheep, goats and oth
er sm all animals important to
agriculture in Southeastern Eu
rope.

A good cry
cleanses the soul
After all is shed and
done, your soul may be
saved . . . but your contacts
need help. They need Lensine. Lensine is the one con
tact lens solution for com
plete contact care,.. preparing,
cleansing, and soaking.
There was a timp when you
needed two or more different lens
solutions to properly prepare and
maintain your contacts. No more.
Lensine, from The Murine Com
pany, makes caring for contact
lenses as convenient as wearing
them.
Just a drop or two of Lensine
coats and lubricates your lehs.
This allows the lens to float more
freely in the eye, reducing tearful
irritation. Why? Because Lensine

is a compatible, "isotonic" solu
tion, very much like your eye’s nat
ural fluids.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits cn the lenses.
And soaking your contacts in Len
sine between wearing periods as
sures you of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking-storage
case with individual lens compart
ments on the bottom of every bot
tle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated the
improper storage between wear-

in g s p e rm its the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses. This is a
sure cause of eye ir
ritation and in some
cases can endanger
your vision. Bacteria can
not grow in Lensine be
cause it's sterile, self-sanitiz
ing, and antiseptic.
Lensine . . . the sou/ution for
complete contact lens care. Made
by the Murine Company, Inc.

not your
contacts
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Bulletinboard
U N IV E R S IT Y THEA TER
The University Theater will present the
"Madwoman of Chaillot” Oct. 23-25atSp.m .
in JohnscHi Theater. Tickets are available
at Huddlesttm 209 or ext. 570.

L ife" from the Field House to the Union at
noon today to dramatize the need for blood.
They will be greeted at the finish line by
Dale Dorman, radio personality fromWRKO,
who will do spot Interviews during the first
day of the "Country F a ir.”

CAREERS IN SOCIAL WORK
A discussion on " C a re e rs in SocialWork"
will be conducted in the Carroll-Belknap
Room of the Memorial Union tomorrow at
7 p.m.

SKI CLUB
The New Hampshire Outing Club Ski Club
will conduct an open meeting tonight at 7 p.m.
in room 129, Hamilton Smith Hall.

SENIOR PORTRAITS
Appointments for senior p o rtraits must
be made today through Friday in the Union
lobby. No pictures will be taken unless
aivointments are made at this time.

MODERN DANCE CLUB
The Modern Dance Club will be meeting
Wednesday nights from 6;30 to 8:30 in the
New Hampshire Hall dance studio.

BLOOD BANK
The Durham Red C ross will sponsor a
Country F a ir Blood Bank today th ro u ^
Thursday from 1-5 p.m. in the Strafford
Room of the Union. All donors under 21
must present a signed parental perm ission
form now available in all housing units and
at
the Union desk. No appointment is
necessary.
Alpha Epsilon Pi will stage a "R ace for

CAT'S PAW
The Student Publishing Organization will
sponsor an organizational meeting for the
1970 " C at’s Paw” tonight at 7:00 in the
C arroll Room of the Union.

DISCUSSION
The Christian Science College Organization
will sponsor a discussion on "Building in a
Revolutionary World” Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in the Grafton Room of the Union.
The Organization also sets up a literature
table where free pamphlets on Christian Sci
ence may be obtained, Thursdays from 11 a. m.
to 2 p.m. in the Union lobby.

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
Zero Population Growth will sponsor a
meeting Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Uni
tarian Fellowship, 20 Madbury Road. Pro
fessor Richard Schreiber will speak on the
population problem and his solution. Plans
will also be made for ZPG activities in
northern New England.

UYM hooters down Cats

responsible positions in the club, with the
emphasis on trip leading.

MUSO
The Memorial Union Student Organization
will conduct a Board of Governors and
friends meeting tonight at 8:00 at Greensleeves, on the New market-Durham border,,
on the road to Newmarket. Plans will be
made for the coming year’s activities. Re
freshments will be served.

FRESHMAN HOCKEY
Freshmen interested in trying out for
freshman hockey should get in touch with
Coach Holt as soon as possible.

PIANO R EC ITA L
P rofessor Donald Steele of the Music
Department will present his annual faculty
piano recital Oct. 29 at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theater.
Selections by Bach, Schumann,
Haydn, DeFalla, Grlffes, and Bartok will
be performed.

JOURNALISM INTERNSHIPS
The Newspaper Fund, Inc. is offering
opportunities for juniors to work as interns
in newspaper reporting or copy editing next
summer.
The program Includes a $500
intern scholarship in addition to pay. Ap
plications are available at the Placement
Office. Deadline for applications is Dec. 1.

NHOC H EELING PROGRAM
TTie New Hampshire Outing Club will
conduct the first meeting of the Heeling
Program tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the NHOC
office in the Union. The purpose of this
program is to train m embers for more

SJB POSITIONS
There are five positions open for women
on the Student Judlcla;ry Board. Applications
are available at the Student Government Office
In the Union, or at the Dean of Student Affairs
Office in Thompson Hall.

Defending Yankee Conference
Soccer Co-champion Vermont
scored goals in the third and
fourth periods to down New
Hampshire at Brackett Field
Saturday.
A strong breeze was an impor
tant factor in the game, giving an
offensive advantage to the team
going with the wind.
In the second half, the highly
favored Catamounts forced the
Wildcats
to play a defensive
game, as they began to mount a
sustained attack.
Midway
through the third
period,
the Vermont booters
drove
against the wind and

squeezed the ball past Wildcat
goalie Ed Meehan,
Early in the fourth period, with
the wind advantage, the Cata
mounts
slipped their second
score into the UNH net.
New Hampshire was unable to
move against the wind and the
UVM defense for the remainder
of the game, giving Vermont its
third win in as many conference
starts.
The Wildcat record now stands
at 4-2 for the season, 1-2 in
Yankee Conference competition.
They face St. Anselm’s College
this afternoon at Memorial Field.
Game time is slated for 2:30.

T hinclads sq u e a k p ast M IT
Captain Larry Martin finished
first, and teammate Bob Jarrett
placed third, to pace the Wildcat
cross country team to a 25-30
victory over MIT in a meet
Saturday afternoon.
Martin, a senior, swept across
the course with a time of 23:19.6,

finishing nearly 40 seconds ahead
of his nearest competitor.
In another dual meet the same
afternoon the Wildkittens downed
the MIT frosh, 24-32, as they
gained six of the top 10 positions.
Varsity results:
1-Martin (UNH) 23:19.6; 2Goldhor (MIT); 3-Jarrett (UNH);
4-Darling
(MIT);
5-Kimball
(MIT); 6-Dascoulias (UNH); 7Shorey (UNH); 8 -Fletcher (UNH);
9-Lew is (MIT); 10-Myers (MIT).
There w ill be a meeting of
the N. H. Vietnam Moratorium
Committee at 7:30 p.m. Wednes
day October 22 at the Unitarian
Church, 669 Union Street.
It’s bad form when a girl
wears a robe over her bathing
suit. If it weren’t, she would
n’t have to wear one.
Advertisement

»

Conservative
Fashion!

Xerox:
For engineers
who think
of more than
engineering.

Creative people like John Gardner
see engineering as only one outlet
for their talents.
Among John's other concerns is today's
widespread shortage of technical talent.
Due in large part, as he sees it,
to children's lack of exposure to the
excitement of science.
John's doing something about it.
He's turned the Gardner basement into a
part-time laboratory, with almost-weekly
demonstrations and projects for
neighborhood kids. Where children as
young as seven make simple photoelectric
devices. Measure ballistic projectile
velocities. And explore subjects like
polarized light, fiber optics, and electronic
calculators, with the help of equipment
loaned by Xerox.
"M y biggest delight," John recalls, "was
seeing the first youngster's face light up
when he gave his home-made electric
motor a shove, and it kept moving."
"Children's interests," John maintains,
"should be stimulated early. Not by

spoon-feeding answers, but by stimulating
them to question."
As an Area Manager in our Advanced
Development Department, John asks— and
answers— some interesting questions of his
own. If you'd like to work for the kind of
firm that respects, supports and recognizes
people like John, why not talk to us about
the opportunities at our suburban
Rochester, New York facilities. Your degree
in Engineering or Science may qualify you
for some intriguing openings in a broad
spectrum of developmental and
manufacturing areas.
See your Placement Director for a copy of
our brochure and to arrange an interview
with our representative. Or, write directly
to Mr. Roger VanderPloeg, Xerox
Corporation, P.O. Box 251, Webster, New
York 14580. An Equal Opportunity
Employer (m/f).

T o d a y , fash io n is for
everyone. You don't have to
wear Edwardian or double
breasted clothes to be stylish.
Many of todays' top design
ers, Biconi, Cardin, Blass, etc.
have created one, two and
three button single breasted
shaped suits. The look has
wide, peaked lapels, a nipped
waist and flared shirt. Many
models have slanted pockets,
and extra ticket pocket and
high center vest. The pants
are usually stovepipe, mean
ing cut straight from the knee
to the ankle giving the illu
sion of being flared. The look
is especially smart in today's
sport clothes, with coats in
tweeds, herringbone, and windo w pane checks and co
ordinated stovepipe slacks. It
is a sporty stylish look for
these beautiful fall weekends.
Why not stop by and look at
some o f our many models in
the new shaped look. Next
week, we will look at the d if
ferent pant styles of today.
Jay Collins

XEROX

Stuart Shaines' Inc.
Mens' Clothing
Store for Traditional
and Latest Fashions
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UVM ruins Wildcat Homecoming
(continued from page 1)
yards rushing, and end Gene Mo
nahan who hauled in seven of
P eterson’s p asses for 66 yards.
Defensively Vermont looked
even better. Although the Cats
managed 16 first downs on 266
yards, Vermont’s big defense line
completely stifled the Cats in
important situations.
Twice the Catamounts shut out
Root’s offense after the Wild
cats had picked up first downs
inside the Vermont three-yard
line.
Other than sophomore quarter
back Bob Hopkins who continued
to improve, completing 12 p asses
for 174 yards. Root had little
to be pleased with.
Mike Shaughnessy returned to
the lineup for the first time
since he injured his knee on the
opening play of the season, but
last year’s All-Conference full
back looked sluggish from his
layoff and spent most of the day
filling in for B ill Cashman.
Bob Rudolph, who injured three
ribs while
substituting for
Shaughnessy against Maine, did
not d ress for the game, while
Hopkins, and tackles Nelson C assavaugh and Jim Koshko were
also hampered by injuries.
Vermont’s victory left little
doubt that New Hampshire w ill
not repeat as Conference cham
pions.
The Wildcats are now
1-2 in Conference play, having
defeated Connecticut but losing
to Maine and Vermont. The
Catamounts,
however,
esta
blished them selves as a strong
contender with a 2-1 record.
The lo ss must have been an
especially bitter one for Root
since Vermont cost the Cats an
opportunity to win the title out
right last year by upsetting the
W ildcats 12 - 10 for their only
Conference lo ss, despite allow
ing them to roll up more than
500 yards in total offense.
“ It is apparent that Saturday’s
game is more than just a foot
ball game to u s,” said last year’s
Small College Coach of the Year.
“ We have been waiting a year
to make amends for last year’s
fiasco at Burlington and we just
can’t afford to lose another Con
ference gam e,” Root concluded.

Game account

New Hampshire won the coin
to ss and elected to receive. Ver
mont chose to defend the north
goal in order to have^the wind
advantage in the fin^**period.
Although the first period was
sc o re less, Peterson set the tone
for the game on his first play
from scrim m age, running the op
tion play to the right for 37
yards. The Catamounts then ad
vanced to the NH 12 on a pass
to Gene Monahan, but the drive
ended when Roger Weibush in
tercepted another Peterson ae
rial at the goal line.
The Wildcats couldn’t advance
the ball, but got a break a few
minutes later when Vermont st
alled near midfield and was for
ced to punt. Center Bob Ste
arns’ pass was high over the head
of punter Art Brown, and New
Hampshire recovered the ball
to give itself excellent field posi
tion at the Vermont 21.
Vermont again checked the
Cats, however, and the game re
mained sc o re less when Hamp
ton Ballard’s field goal attempt
into the wind was short.
The Catamounts drove 60 yards
to the NH 21 following Ballard’s
unsuccessful kick, but also failed
to score when Tom R eilly’s field
goal attempt went wide.
Vermont marched 71 yards in
11 plays early in the second
period to open the scoring. As
Rodger piled up yardage through
the middle of the New Hamp
shire defense, the Catamounts
drove to the NH 14. The Cats
were keying for the run on fourth
down, when Rodger slipped thr
ough the secondary and took a
pass from Peterson in the end
zone for the score. Paul Walk
e r ’s conversion kick was good
to set the score at 7-0.
Following the score.
New
Hampshire advanced 44 yards
to the Vermont 19 on a pass
from Hopkins to Art Randlett.
Several plays later Randlett s l 
ashed off left end to give New
Hampshire a first down at the
Vermont three.
Tackle Bob Lynch rallied the
rest of the Vermont front line,
however, and Coach Root found
him self with a fourth down s i
tuation at the four. Root again
called on Ballard, whose second

field goal attempt was wide to
the left.
The W ildcats again found them
selv es with a first down deep
in Vermont territory early in the
third quarter.
Hopkins connected on p asses to
Carl DeFilippi and Bill Cashman
to move the ball 50 yards to the
Vermont three. Cashman bucked
the big Vermont front line on
three consecutive runs but co
uldn’t penetrate the goal line.
Randlett tried the right end on
fourth down but was upended by
Bob Wilkenson as Vermont took
over p ossession.
The W ildcats finally tied the
score early in the fourth period,
when Hopkins connected on a
three-yard scoring pass to Bill
Began.
The drive covered 40
yards in four plays.
Peterson’s offensive machine
made it 13-7 at 5:38 of the final
stanza. Starting at its own 21yard line, Vermont moved to the
NH five behind the running of
Rodger and the pass catching of
Harold Doria.
Monahan made
the six point play on the r e 
ceiving end of a one-yard pass
from Peterson. Walker’s con
version kick was no good.
The W ildcats appeared demo
ralized following the touchdown
as the Catamounts took over on
their 37-yard line and increased
their lead to 13 points four plays
later.
The big play of the drive was

CLEARING THE WAY — Fran Peterson se ts up center Bob
Stearns in front of him to clear the way through the UNH line
in Saturday’s game.

JOLLY RODGER — Vermont halfback Bob Rodger skbrts the
left end and then cuts back to the middle for a big gain against the
Wildcats.
Rodger made many such runs Saturday as he gained
188 yds. rushing.
(photos by Wallner;
a 53-yard scoring rOn off the
quarterback option by Rodger.
Vermont quickly killed all New
Hampshire hopes on the next
se rie s of downs.
The Wild
cats were beginning to drive
when Hopkins floated a pass a
little too long in the air. Frank

Mazanec intercepted to give V er
mont a first down near midfield.
Eight plays later, Peterson
capped off the scoring on a oneyard plunge behind Bob Stearns
up the middle. Walker’s kick
was good to set the final score
at 27-7.

Bill and Bob
Hand-made Leather Shoes
Vests — Lambskin — $22.50
Hand-made Sterling Earings $3.00

R IN G S — men's and women's
largest selection in Durham!
as low as $2.50
S P E C IA L S A L E
Men's Leather Vests — $20
S K IR T S - fully lined, L E A T H E R ,
Custom made with zipper

$20
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Male queen candidate
almost a finalist
by Barbara Baird
Staff Reporter

Give Mike McDonnell a little mascara.

Had the fourth Homecoming
queen finalist, Michelle Bogar,
paraded onto the football field,
she would have disrobed, thrown
her clothes into the audience, and
sped away on a motorcycle.
Michelle Bogar, more com
monly known as Michael Mc
Donnell, is a Lambda Chi Alpha
brother.
Lambda Chi member Warren
P ierce suggested the hoax at a
house meeting. One of the bro
thers, dressed as a girl, would
be sponsored by the house as a
Homecoming queen candidate.
McDonnell 'was elected unani
mously.
“ I didn’t have much
choice,” said McDonnell.
Some members of the house and
their girlfriends obtained clothes
and a “ fall,” or hairpiece, for

McDonnell.
With the help of
false eyelashes and layers of
makeup, his identity took shape.
The finished product was photo
graphed by one of the brothers.
McDonnell received 69 votes,
third highest in the pageant. After
he had made the finals, however,
someone
on the Homecoming
Committee found out and told Ted
Snell, the Lambda Chi Alpha
advisor. Snell would not let them
continue because he was afraid
of getting in trouble with the
judges.
Plans had been made to avoid
sending McDonnell to the prac
tice and dinner Thursday night.
“ I though it was a pretty good
idea,” said McDonnell, “ but to
ward the end I started getting,
cold feet.”
“ It was kind of a
relief that someone found out,”
he added.
P ierce was disappointed when
his candidate was disqualified.

some new clothes and a w ig ..

“ My only chance in four years
to escort a Homecoming queen,
and I blew it,” said P ierce.

Helen Moore 'excellent’
ns Madwoman of Chaillot
“ The Madwoman of Chaillot”
j worth seeing for Helen Moore’s
erformance alone. Her polished
erformance as Countess Aurlia, the Madwoman, is evidence
f what one viewer called her
Amazing stage p resence.”
Jean Giraudoux’ 1940’s play
pened Thursday to a sm all but
ppreciative audience in Johnson
heater. Except for a few techIcalities, the overall perform•ce was smooth, although much
» slow in the first act. Lost
hes and a few slow cues left
few gaps, but no gaping holes.
Helen Moore, dressed in red
tlvet, feathers, b ells, and bags,
! a fine comedienne and a con-

CLASSIFIED RATES
$1. minimum charge
$.OS per word
cash or 15c billing
charge
868.9961
868-9962
868-5511 Ext. 387

by Pat Bowie
Staff Reporter

vincing madwoman. When she
discovers the world is no longer
beautiful,
she would have us
believe that she could make it
right--with a little help from her
friends.
Margaret Hall and JanN uessle,
as two of the other madwomen,
are le s s exciting than Donna Mc
Carthy as Gabrielle, although
they give convincing perform 
ances.
M iss McCarthy is a
glorious exception to a rather
imenthusiastic supporting cast.
The role itself, plus her unique
expressions
and mannerisms,
create a neurotic old lady and
a funny performance.
Although he needs polish in
some of his le sse r speeches,
Falko Schilling in the male lead
of the Ragpicker was excellent.
Especially good is his “ pimp”
speech during the trial scene of
the second act.
Wil Robertson as the P ro s
pector and Dave Corey as the
President came through with good
overall performances, despite a

little lost dialogue during their
cafe scene in the first act.
Gilbert Davenport’s set is
skillfully designed. However, the
awesome scenery often detracts
from the actors.
The play contains technical
flaw s--tim ing during the first
act, dancing during the second-but nothing that isn’t salvageable.
The real question involved with
“ The Madwoman of Chaillot” is
whether or not the play itself is
contemporary.
“ Madwoman” is a play about
hate and war and what one little
society does about it. Universal
as the play is, can the theme mean
anything to us in 1969? The inter
pretation is a matter of the view
e r ’s understanding of Giraudoux’
writing and John Edwards’ pro
duction. “ Make love, not war?
You’ve got to be crazy.”

DOVER SHOE
HOSPITAL
Orthopedic W ork —
Shoes Dyed — Zipper Work

New and Second Hand
Ski Boots!
For Your Convenience
Shoes maybe left at Prices,
Main St., Durham
6 Third Street, Dover, N.H.
Charles Angelopouios, Prop.
742-9777

SENIOR PORTRAITS
All Seniors —Class of 1970
MUST make appointments
for Senior portraits.
Dates for appointments —
Oct. 20-24 10AM- 3 PM
at MUB Lobby
Pictures will be taken Nov. 3 — Nov. 21
No pictures will be taken without
an appointment.
BE THERE

and you have Michelle Bogar, who won 69 votes in last week's
Homecoming queen contest.
(photos bv Penhale)

